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PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER,
THE ENVIRONMENT, AND YOUR WALLET
Announcing SAINT 7

Securing your network just got easier!

SAINT’s crisp new interface makes it even easier to use.

- Integrated vulnerability scanning and penetration testing
- Payment Card Industry (PCI) Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV)
- Heterogeneous exploit and vulnerability coverage
- Security tools module includes e-mail harvesting, social engineering trojan, e-mail forgery, and more

Download a free white paper about integrated vulnerability assessment and penetration testing at www.saintcorporation.com/Hakin9

Contact SAINT’s sales team at 1-800-596-2006 x0119 or sales@saintcorporation.com
Dear Readers,

Together with the beginning of the new year we are full of new expectations, hopes and what is most important resolutions. We at hakin9 team also have such resolution: make hakin9 magazine even better!

It wouldn’t be possible without the support we receive from our authors, great team of betatesters and all involved in the project from the very beginning. We would like to say thank you for all your hard work and promise that we will do our best to make the magazine perfect. Some say, that perfection does not exist, but we can at least try!

Interested what we have for you this time? Take a look at a quick overview below.

In Basics section you will find a great article on SMS trickery. Tam Hanna discusses new possibilities hackers have nowadays – exploits in public transportation.

In the Attack section we have included several fascinating topics: analysis of a suspicious executable named unwise.exe by Aditya K Sood, hardware keylogger by Michael R. Heinzl, study of a new genre of Malwares called “Scarewares” by Rajdeep Chakraborty and eavesdropping on VoIP by Marc-Andre Meloche. You will also find additional material to VoIP article on our covermount CD.

When it comes to Defense you can find a great work on knowing your enemy – in other words detecting debuggers by Marek Zmyslowski. In this section there’s also the 3rd part of forensics series by Harlan Carvey – windows timeline analysis. You can find the first two in 5/09 and 6/09 issues. Christian Beek presents a very interesting technique of recovering files – carving. This is definitely a must-read one! In this section you will also find out how to keep your USB stick safe (article by Florian Eichelberger).

As usual, we have prepared our regulars looking at the most up-to-date security issues. Matthew Jonkman in his Emerging Threats section talks about bots and DNS. In the tools reviews you will find HDD Mechanic and Oxygen Forensic Suite 2. We have also prepared an interview with Hemma Prafullchandra, Chief Security Architect at HyTrust.

We are always open for new ideas, suggestions and topics. Don’t hesitate, keep the emails coming in!

Hope you will enjoy the issue!

hakin9 team
If you are not a HACKER, wanna be HACKER or SECURITY PROFESSIONAL DO NOT READ THIS AD!

LIGATT Security Suites can turn anyone into a computer hacker with out them knowing anything about computer hacking or network security.

There are 5 steps of computer hacking:

Reconnaissance — Where one tries to find out as much information about their target as possible. This usually includes public information. The more information you have, the more you will be able to find and target weaknesses such as: other IP addresses, phone numbers or an email address that could be used for social engineering attacks.

Scanning / Vulnerability — Where the hacker checks for weaknesses (open ports) on your network.

Penetration — Where you will exploit one of the open ports found on your computer or firewall.

Advance — Gaining more access. For instance, the attacker can break into more sensitive administrator root accounts, install backdoors or Trojan horse programs, and install network sniffer to gather additional information.

Covering Tracks — This is the stage where a hacker eliminates any records or logs showing his malicious behavior.
PORT SNITCH
PORT SNITCH takes care of the first two stages of computer hacking with a few quick mouse clicks. PORT SNITCH not only locates vulnerabilities on your computer or network, it will perform a public information search for the "Target." The public search includes, but is not limited to:

Facebook.com
Amazon.com
News Searches
Email Name Searches

MySpace.com
Google.com
Blog
Criminal Searches

Youtube.com
Yahoo.com
IP Searches
Pictures Searches

I PSNITCH
IPSNITCH consists of two powerful programs in one. The first powerful program is email spoofing. This allows you to send an email to anyone you’d like and make it appear to have come from someone else.

The second powerful program allows you to get anyone’s IP address. With IPSNITCH all you need is an email address of the person in which you are targeting. IPSNITCH lets you send that person an email making the email look like it came from someone else. When a person opens the email, it will automatically text your cell phone and/or email you the person’s personal IP address and the ISP that owns the IP address.

* SPOOFNET
SPOOFNET allows you to surf the internet totally anonymously by hiding your IP Address and displaying an IP Address that can’t be traced back to you. SPOOFNET is a sophisticated proxy server. Although there are thousands of free Proxy Servers on the market today, they all can’t be trusted. As an example, some free proxy servers will capture all the websites you visit as well as all the keys that you type. In other words, some proxy servers can be used as spysores.

TattleTell
TattleTell will notify you by email or text message when an IP address is online or offline. This includes: if the IP address is online or offline, the ISP and will get a fingerprint of the computer to help identify the suspect’s computer.

RECON
RECON is the most advance network security auditing program on the market today. RECON is an active scanner, featuring high-speed discovery, configuration auditing, asset profiling, sensitive data discovery and vulnerability analysis of your security posture. RECON performs network scans using vulnerability check databases based over 15,000 vulnerabilities. Security audits can take hours to perform. With RECON you can start the audit and move on to other projects or personal time. When the audit is complete it will text you or email you to let you know that the audit is complete.

PC-211
Hand down and thumbs up PC-211 is the most advance penetration testing program on the market. Like other LIGATT Security Suites products, you don’t need to know anything about penetration testing. PC-211 uses different techniques to bypass a firewall, IDS and IPS systems. Just like with RECON when the penetration test is complete it will text you or email you to let you know that the audit is complete.

* SPOOFEM
Allows you to call any number in the United States or Canada (other countries coming soon) and have any number show up in the persons caller ID. You can change your voice to male or female, record telephone calls, spoof text messages and spoof emails.

NO SOFTWARE TO DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL
All of the LIGATT Security Suites products and services are web base. That means no matter what operating systems you choose Windows, Mac, Linux or even your web base cell phone, you can use any of our services.

WE PUT OUR MOUTHS WHERE OUR MONEY IS
Unless indicated by a ***, we do not charge you for using any of our services if you do not get any results. As an example, if you use IPSNITCH and we do get the persons IP address you do not pay. If you use PC-211 and it is unable to hack in, you do not pay. You only pay AFTER we get you your results.

LIGATT Security is always adding new services and features.

LIGATT Security International
www.LIGATT.com

*** - SPOOFEM is a per minute charge. A Spoof text and email messages are free with an account. SPOOFNET is a pay as you go service.
**BASICS**

16 SMS Trickery in Public Transport  
**TAM HANNA**  
My main message for this piece is short and sweet. There is no absolute secure system. Security is nothing more than a measure to increase the price of attacking a system. The more secure a system is, the more time and money must be invested to circumvent it. Past experience teaches us that no system is absolutely secure; large governments have not been able to protect themselves from losing important information. When designing secure systems, common sense is key. Is an attacker going to be willing to invest the effort needed to circumvent the issue at hand? In a public transport situation, the answer is usually no: a slight amount of non-lethal force is usually less illegal than an attack on the computer system and tends to be significantly cheaper.

**ATTACK**

18 Behavioral Analysis of Unwise_.exe Malware!  
**ADITYA K SOOD**  
A widely distributed malware which nowadays stealthily installs itself onto the system and performs backend functionality is known as unwise_.exe. The unwise_.exe executable runs as a system process. There is not enough information present on this malware. Most of the protection measures revolve around the generic downloading of anti viruses and scanning of your system to find the installed malware binaries. For example: Most of the websites direct the users to download Kaspersky and Malware bytes automated software’s. But this is appropriate for the users who want their systems to run effectively. It is considered absolutely apt for normal functionality. But the prime target is to look inside the unwise_.exe, especially its ingrained functionality which turns a normal system into a zombie or attack driven target.

24 Hardware Keylogger – A Serious Threat  
**MICHAEL R. HEINZL**  
Keyloggers are a serious threat for both companies and individuals. Their goal is to log all input made by a user and to then make it available for the attacker. Sophisticated software keyloggers offers a variety of functions, which goes way beyond the usual implied function – logging of keystrokes. Often it is possible to create screenshots from the target machine on a regularly basis, log the moment when a program was launched and logging of where the data was typed in. Most keyloggers offers in addition the possibility, to transmit automatically the logfiles to a specified e-mail address or server. Others offer the feature to record voice and webcam recordings, or manipulation of the data entered by the user (although all the latter mentioned functions have nothing to do with the basic function of a keylogger anymore they are often some kind of hybrid application or are included as part of some other programs, such as rootkits).

30 Study of a New Genre of Malwares Called “Scarewares”  
**RAJDEEP CHAKRABORTY**  
Depending on their characteristic, Malware can be broadly classified into various types. Most of us are probably aware of the common terms like Virus, Trojan, Spyware, Adware etc. However, on the basis of certain behavioral traits,
further classification of these broad types is possible. For example, based on the cloaking and stealth mechanism of certain Malwares we can identify them as Rootkits, some are called Rogue Anti-Spywares because they try to fake themselves as Anti-Spyware Applications etc. The purpose of this article is to make people aware about a new genre of Malware called Scareware.

38 Eavesdropping on VoIP

MARC-ANDRE MELOCHE

This information could be used in a penetration-testing scenario. This is how I would approach an unsecured VOIP implementation. This has been tested on 30 phones and the laptop was able to handle the load since the voice codec used by the phone system was G711@8hz.

44 Detecting Debuggers

MAREK ZMYSŁOWSKI

This article presents how a process can detect if it is actually being debugged. Hiding and obfuscation are different problems and will not be described herein. This article wasn’t written to help malicious software programmers but to show what methods they use. If we know these methods we can better discover these kind of software instances. Methods described herein are categorized in four groups depending on how they work and what mechanisms they use.

54 Windows Timeline Analysis, part 3

HARLAN CARVEY

The traditional approach to forensic timeline creation of extracting file modified, last accessed, and creation times is proving to be increasingly insufficient for the analysis task at hand, particularly as additional sources (files on a Windows system, logs from network devices and packet captures, etc.) provide a wealth of information for generating a more complete timeline of activity.

58 File Carving

CHRISTIAAN BEEK

News sites are regularly reporting about the fact that confidential or secret information was compromised. The loss of an USB-stick or device from any kind of government agency or financial institute is happening quite frequently. Most of the time, the information was present on the device, but what if the information was deleted or even better, the device was formatted? Even after deletion, formatting and/or repartitioning we can use a technique called Carving.

62 USB Stick Security Issue Exemplarily Show with Verbatim Store n Go

FLORIAN EICHELBERGER

Carying around data is an everyday task for most people in IT or just using a computer. USB Sticks have been around for quite some time and proved to be a good way of accomplishing that. The advantage of being able to store GBs of data to a physically small device however is a security problem as the devices can easily be stolen or lost, leaving the data on the stick in the hands of some potential attacker or criminal. To overcome this kind of problem, USB Stick Manufacturers implemented ways of securing data on those sticks.
IN BRIEF

BARRACUDA NETWORKS ACQUIRES PUREWIRE

Security as a service is on the rise with the promise of delivering cost-effective and scalable security services through the cloud.

Vendors that didn’t adopt this paradigm early have experienced a serious loss in market share. One of these companies was Barracuda Networks. Barracuda Networks was one of the first to embrace the Web Application Firewall challenge, a segment that has never really taken off.

Purewire’s award winning SaaS solutions was the best match to fill Barracuda’s gap, thanks to its URL filtering and content inspection products delivered through the as a service paradigm. The acquisition, according to company’s CEO Dean Drako, has the goal to address new market needs and to keep some of the enterprise customers from switching providers.

HOW CREDIT CARD THIEVES SURVIVE

Gonzalez and his team of credit card thieves, who by the way have set the new record of stolen credit card numbers, have generated a lot of discussions on effectiveness of PCI compliance.

While blogs, newspapers and even TV discuss this big news, thousand low profile credit card thieves play their game on completely different rules.

Similar to law enforcement not going after copyright infringers who only steal single songs due to the cost of the investigation, small time credit card thefts go uninvestigated as well.

So it happens that if a Russian or Estonian hacker collects hundreds credit card numbers from victims around the world and charges amounts around $5-10 he’s practically safe from any investigation. And where should the investigation even start from? Moreover, such small amounts, usually go unnoticed by the credit card holder. This is what happens everyday, without anyone talking about it.

1,000 CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONALS NEEDED

If you live in the U.S. and are looking for a job in the IT Security industry, the Department of Homeland Security Secretary, Janet Napolitano, has announced the hiring of 1,000 new cybersecurity experts in the next three years. This new hiring authority will enable DHS to recruit the best cyber analysts, developers and engineers in the world to serve their country by leading the nation’s defenses against cyber threats, said Napolitano. Positions to be filled are all critical roles in the IT Sec industry: strategic analysts, incident response experts, security testers, investigators and forensic analysts network and system engineers.

FACEBOOK APPLICATIONS BEING HACKED

Hackers are attacking the weakest link of the chain: Facebook applications. A number of third party Facebook applications have been targeted by hackers in order to take control of thousands accounts of the most famous social network on the Internet. CityFireDepartment, MyGirlySpace, Ferraritone, Mashpro, Mynamesis, Pass-it-on, Fillinthe and Aquariumlife have been the first to be hit. AVG chief research officer Roger Thompson has warned Facebook about this ongoing tactic, that seems to take advantage of Adobe vulnerabilities to install rogue spyware scanners on the victims. The attack, according to Thompson, seems to inject an iframe which code is changing everyday, proving that the hack is still on hold. Adobe has patched the vulnerabilities in Adobe Acrobat, that augmented the risk level of this threat.

PHISHING ATTACK ON HOTMAIL REVEALS USERS PASSWORD (BAD) HABITS

A phishing attack, that has produced 10,000 Windows LiveID user credentials, has been published to PasteBin website. Users were lured to login with their LiveID username and password into hackers controlled login forms. Nothing new here. What is interesting is the stat behind the choice of the passwords. Neil O’Neil, a Forensic Investigator at The Logic Group, found out that the most used password in the list was 123456. Other commonly used password are password and common words like iloveyou and its translations. From previous report estimates, 40% of the internet users, use the same password across different services accounts: email, home banking, social networks and so on. Easy passwords still seem to be the fastest way in for a hacker.

PAYPAL AGAINST WHITE HAT HACKERS

Hundreds websites online witness and warn users about the absolute unreliability of Paypal on keeping your account up and running. PayPal policies regarding websites hosting or selling security software is at least obscure. Paypal has suspended the account of the well-known security researcher Moxie Marlinspike, author of SSLStrip, because someone has used one of his techniques to counterfeit and publish a PayPal SSL certificate. Marlinspike, who was hosting a donation button on his website, held a live penetration testing session at BlackHat 09, teaching how to practically test and carry out attacks against SSL. The researcher was not selling any hacking tools or accepting payments for this kind of classes. It is more than a coincidence that after 24 hours from the release of the counterfeit certificate Marlinspike had his account shut without any motivation and with a frozen balance account of $500.

FAKE CHIP AND PIN READERS ON RISE

Evidence is emerging that fake chip and PIN readers are being swapped for real devices in the UK and around the world. Criminals are targeting credit card data using fake Point of Sale (POS) devices. Criminal businesses adapt to the changing environment just like legal businesses, however criminal enterprise is looking at new crimes where the suppliers of the readers and those using them against customers would both get a cut of the profits. Even the tough economic times can affect fraudsters!
The business model is very simple. A fraudster at the POS obtains a card reader (the chip and pin machines) subsidized from a criminal supplier and then they would swap it out for the real device at the targeted location i.e. restaurant, railway station or retail outlet. A real customer comes along to pay and has their card swiped and the reader behaves exactly the same as a real chip and PIN device.

The big difference here is that when a real customer has their card swiped everything will appear normal. All the cards work just fine, but all the information that is stored on the card including the chip and PIN are copied and transferred for example using wireless to a web server (this is where websites you visit are hosted – so you can imagine just how many web servers are out on the Internet).

The card criminals (operators) also have a great opportunity to earn money from the fraud, and would expect to earn up to 30% of the credit card data value.

GOOGLE CHROME PRIVACY RISK
In response to a recent attack by Google on Microsoft Internet Explorer privacy, Microsoft has responded with a counter attack of its own. Microsoft claims that Google Omnibox (Google allows you to search and type website address in the address box) is a security risk to users.

Microsoft claims that Internet Explorer 8’s default setting keeps the address box and search box completely separate for user privacy. They also say that the address box is optimized for user experience, so that users can visit sites over and over again, with the option of storing favorites and bookmarking websites. Microsoft state that Internet Explorer NEVER sends user data back to Microsoft unlike Google.

It appears Google Chrome collects every keystroke you type and then sends that data straight to Google. Google Chrome users are probably not aware of this. ID Theft Protect has known for some time that Google was collecting our website visit and search data (as we use Chrome). IDTP didn’t see much of a problem, unless that is Google collected sensitive login and password information, which they don’t.

GUMBLAR BOTNET MALWARE BACK AGAIN
The Gumblar botnet first appeared on the ID Theft Protect radar in May of this year (2009), but in the last few days (mid-October) it appears it has reappeared with prominence. As we know, Gumblar was very busy in May of this year infecting a number of websites. It now appears that these compromised websites (more often than not, these websites are legitimate) are being used as hosts for malware attacks. The majority of the compromised websites are in fact not in English and most are small (most people would not have heard of them). The risk is still there though as you only need one user visit and they could inadvertently pass on the malware to you and your friends and family and so on. A leading security research company has identified that iframe is pointing to a malicious script on the compromised websites which is force injected onto various forums. The injected forums are using feed aggregators to push their forum postings to subscribers in the event that the subscribers are exposed to the iframe. The Gumblar botnet also checks for version control of Adobe Reader and Adobe Flash and delivers a malware payload via a simple URL. Evidence is also emerging that this botnet also attacks Microsoft Office Web Components which if not patched with Microsoft Security Update MS09-043, will lead to malware being loaded. According to VirusTotal the signature detection of the Gumblar botnet malware is very low. So remain vigilant!

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK MALWARE ATTACK
ID Theft Protect has identified a wave of Microsoft Outlook emails that are targeting users who have Microsoft Outlook. The emails contain a ZIP file attached (called install.zip) which attempts to direct users from Microsoft Outlook to click on a link to update their mailbox settings as part of a security upgrade. Unfortunately the link takes users to a website that distributes malware.

We at ID Theft Protect have received approximately seven of these emails, some of which had correct email addresses for certain members of our staff. What we noticed was that the malicious website is spoofed to include the targeted domain name and the URL in the emails looks like it could lead to the user’s Outlook Web Access site. Having tested the link we found that our email addresses and domain name were present on the malicious website – which made it all look very convincing.

If you happen to accidentally click on the link or install the install.zip file it will install the Zbot Trojan. ID Theft Protect suggests you update and run an anti-virus scan of your PC right now. You should also use a mail scanner – avast! 5.0 beta2 comes with a mail scanner and identified the malicious email and attachment and appropriately quarantined.

UK GUARDIAN JOBSITE HACKED
A report by the BBC in the UK claims that computer hackers have targeted the Guardian newspaper’s jobs website in a sophisticated and deliberate move, the company has said. There doesn’t appear to be any hard evidence on how the hackers managed this hack, but the Guardian are obviously concerned, given it has announced that the websites data has been breached. As with most websites, in particular job sites, the breach appears to have put some individual’s personal details at risk. The Guardian has emailed those that it knows might have been affected by this breach. The website hosting business that looks after the Guardian newspaper website and has assured the Guardian and job seekers that the website is now secure. The primary concern for most users would be why would someone want your data? The simple fact is job sites contain a considerable amount of sensitive personal information, including, job history, date of birth, place of birth, postal address, email address and more. A CV with this amount of information is very valuable in stealing an individual’s identity. The security breach did not affect the Guardian’s US website. A subsequent statement on the jobs website said: We would like to assure you that we are absolutely committed to protecting the privacy of our users and we are treating this situation with the utmost seriousness.

Source: ID Theft Protect
Certified Wireless Network Administrator (CWNA) Training.
This course enables an individual to plan, select and implement the appropriate wireless hardware and deploy the correct security controls to support a typical environment. A focus on RF (radio frequency) technologies in a vendor neutral environment, with hands-on laboratories to reinforce concepts, allows participants the broadest exposure to key concepts.

This course is committed to be the most current in the industry, with professionally developed laboratory exercises and real world hardware.

OUR EXPERT
Wayne Burke - SecureIA Security Expert
Wayne Burke initially started his career as a hardware engineer, where he diagnosed many complex problems. He later proceeded to expand his knowledge and acquired a computer science degree. After a few years in the field he began to focus his energies on the software side of IT. He has worked with virtually all the OS/Networking combinations which put him in a good position to become the security expert he is today. Ultimately all these experiences have help build his vast knowledge base.

Course Features:
- Introduction
- LMS
- CWNA Radio Frequency

Modules Included:
Module 2 - Radio Frequency Fundamentals
Module 3 - Radio Frequency Components, Measurements and Mathematics
Module 7 - Wireless LAN Topologies
Passware Password Recovery Kit Forensic 9.5
A Complete Password Recovery and E-Discovery Solution for Computer Forensics

Passware Inc., has combined all its proven password recovery tools and encryption detection technology, and released a complete evidence discovery solution for computer forensics.

All password recovery and decryption algorithms that Passware has developed and improved for more than 11 years are now available in the all-in-one Passware Password Recovery Kit Forensic.

Key Features
- Scans computers and network for password-protected files
- Recovers passwords for 150+ file types
- Recovers Hard Drive passwords (BitLocker) New!
- Retrieves electronic evidence in a matter of minutes from a Windows Desktop Search Database
- Includes Portable Version that runs from a USB thumb drive and recovers passwords without installation on a target PC

Let me just say "well done". Excellent software, excellent support. I have watched this software evolve over the past six years. World class stuff.
Craig Vogel, myComputerGuy, Inc.

Advanced Features
- Recovers most password types instantly
- Uses multiple computers simultaneously (Network Distributed password recovery) New!
- Uses multiple-core CPUs and nVidia GPUs efficiently to speed up the password recovery process by 3,500%
- Uses Tableau TACC hardware accelerators to speed up the password recovery process by up to 25 times
- Provides 8 different password recovery attacks (and any combination of them) with an easy-to-use setup wizard and drag & drop attacks editor
- Provides detailed reports with MDS hash values

For additional information, please visit:
www.lostpassword.com/kit-forensic.htm

Passware Inc.
800 West El Camino Real, Suite 180
Mountain View CA 94040

Contacts
Nataly Koukoushkin
media@lostpassword.com
Phone: +1 (650) 450-4607
(Sales calls only)
Module 14 - Wireless Attacks and Monitoring

AD-AWARE PRO INTERNET SECURITY
ANTI-VIRUS + ANTI-SPYWARE + ANTI-ROOTKIT

Ad-Aware Pro gives you the power to combat even the most complex forms of malware, protecting you from viruses, spyware, trojans, keyloggers, password stealers, and much more.

Comprehensive Protection for Advanced Users

How you access the Internet, as well as the frequency and location, may define you as a high-risk user that requires the best security protection available. Ad-Aware Pro is Lavasoft’s solution to combat the most extreme forms of malware and cyber threats, protecting you from viruses, spyware, keyloggers, Trojans, password stealers, bot networks, drive-by downloads, and more!

With advancements to the anti-malware technology and additional usability features for added control, Ad-Aware Pro gives you the power to protect your online privacy and security, so you can use the Internet how, when, and where you want! Ad-Aware gives you the power to:

- Shop, bank, and make travel arrangements online – Stay secure with real-time protection against the latest cyber threats, including viruses, spyware, password stealers, and other potential identity thieves.
- Stay safe on social networking sites – Ad-Aware keeps your passwords and personal information safe to make sure you can socialize freely, without having to worry about dangerous intrusions and prying eyes.
- Download photos, music, and other files with confidence – Ad-Aware’s behavior-based detection finds suspicious files and threats before they integrate into your PC and attack your personal information.
- Control your privacy – Erase ‘tracking cookies’ left behind when you surf the Web on Internet Explorer, Opera, and Firefox in one easy click.
- Safeguard your secure documents Ad-Aware actively shields you from deceptive applications and cyber attacks.
- Enhance computer performance – Conserve resources and reduce downtime by using automated scans to identify and remove malicious applications that eat up memory.
- Get peace of mind – Ad-Aware cleans and restores your system after an attack to keep your PC running like new.

WHAT’S NEW & IMPROVED?

- Comprehensive malware protection: powerful protection against viruses, spyware, trojans, worms, malware, rootkits, dialers, and more.
- New! Genotype Detection Technology: for in-depth information on this technology, please click here.
- New! Behavior-based heuristics detection
- Rootkit Removal System: deep level rootkit technology to uncover and remove even the most complex monitoring tools.
- New! The Neutralizer

ADVANCED MALWARE REMOVAL TOOL

- New! Do Not Disturb Mode
- Minimal strain on system resources
- New! Download Guard for Internet Explorer
- New! Simple Mode/Advanced Mode: we know that not all users have the same needs, so we give you the power to decide how you want to interact with Ad-Aware.
- New! Community-driven translations & Custom Skins: make Ad-Aware your own. The new format of the user interface allows you to edit and upload translated text for others to use, or create your own skin.
- New! Community-developed plug-ins: ad-Aware now allows developers to expand the functionality of the program by the creation of plug-ins.

http://www.lavasoft.com/products/ad_aware_pro.php
IF THE CD CONTENTS CAN'T BE ACCESSED AND THE DISC ISN'T PHYSICALLY DAMAGED, TRY TO RUN IT ON AT LEAST TWO CD DRIVES.

IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE CD, E-MAIL: CD@HAKIN9.ORG
Items Tested
40GB External USB HDD that has had an extensive amount of files written to it, and then randomly deleted, approximately 16GB in total. 500mb USB stick with unknown contents.

Installation
This was very straightforward and just involved the usual default settings of where to install software. Nice and simple, exactly how all software installs should be.

External USB Hard Drive
I plugged the external drive in and then powered up the software. It saw my drive straight away, and stated that it saw it was formatted to NTFS. When I asked it to scan the drive, strangely it asked did I want it to look as NTFS or FAT.

I went to check the helpfile to doublecheck I hadn't missed something, and it was for a product called DiskInternals Uneraser so I wasnt even sure it was for this product. (I googled DiskInternals, and the screenshots look exactly like this product, but it appears to have slightly more features).

I selected NTFS and it churned through the drive. Once it was finished it provides all the data thats on the drive, deleted and non-deleted files. You can select in the right hand menu to only see the recovered files, which makes it a lot easier to see what the program has actually found.

If you look at the properties of the files and folders that have been listed as being recovered, you can actually see the prognosis of each file if you decided to proceed and recover the file completely.

When you goto recover any files or folders, you are given the option to browse to where you want to recover the selected files to and include the existing directory structure from the recovered items.

Unfortunately, due to the fact that this is a trial, I was unable to test the recovery process from start through to completion.

USB Stick
There is an option within the program to actually create an image of the device so you can recover data from that, rather than working with the physical device (so long as you have the space to save the image file).

I proceeded to created an image of the stick, and followed the very simple process of right mouse clicking the stick on the program's main window and create an image.

You are asked to provide a name for the image, and it then asks for a place to save the file. (don't change your mind here on the name, if it doesnt have the dsk or img file extension, it appears to become corrupted. I found out the hardway).

Working on the imaged version of the usb stick, appeared to be quicker in response when looking through the files and folders that were recovered, than compared to working on the stick correctly.

Again as above, once it is completed, you are given the option to recover the files and to give a location to recover to. Real shame I couldnt test the full recovery process.

Summary
The layout of the program is nice and clean. Very simple and obvious what you need to do. It performed very quickly in the tasks of recovering data. Overall, I am quite impressed with what I have seen so far and consider this a very useful product in the restoration of data from drives where data has been deleted by mistake. The one thing that would be good to have as a feature is the ability to have a log of the files recovered, prior to the actual recovery. But I expect the preview of the files (which I couldnt see due to this being a trial) would make this potentially redundant.

I think this product is comprehensive enough to belong in any IT dept's toolbox for those times, when users delete what they aren't supposed to.

by Michael Munt
Oxygen Forensics Suite 2

Oxygen Forensics Suite is a Mobile Forensics Suite. It provides detailed analysis of mobile phones, PDAs and smart phones.

Installation
I downloaded the application from the website via the links provided, a nice and easy installation by following the on-screen instructions and no reboot required. Once the program is installed, you are provided with a step-by-step presentation on how best to use this application in order for you to extract data from the device that requires investigation.

As a precaution, I also downloaded the Oxygen Forensic Suite 2 Drivers pack. This package included Cable, Bluetooth and Infra-red adapter drivers for all devices supported by Oxygen Forensic Suite 2.

Upon first use, you are required to change the master username and password before you can proceed. Initially I thought you had to just change the password, but after 5 minutes of head scratching, I realised I needed to change both.

Process to extract data
Follow the instructions through the Oxygen Connection Wizard. Select your mobile phone manufacturer and then model number.

Connect the phone to the computer, and then click connect.

If there is a requirement to install software to the mobile phone to allow full extraction of data, then you will be prompted to do so. There may be some of you who will be concerned that we are making changes to the system that we are trying to extract data from and usual forensic practice is to always work on a read-only system. I did check this with the manufacturer and received the following in response. This is a common, but not confusing question. The current situation in phone forensics is a matter of choice. Experts can use standard methods and get a little portion of data or even don’t get a single valuable item. On the other hand, they can use extended methods that we and other solutions, even those who constantly claim about read-only modes offer and get the whole variety of data. Frankly speaking there are 2 areas in mobile phones for data and system, and installing Agent application we don’t influence user data in any way, Nickolay Golubev. This cleared things up in my mind and I proceeded with my testing.

Application in use: Nokia E61 Smart Phone
During the extraction, I was asked to install their application to the phone to aid in the extraction process. Once this was completed, I extracted the data, as before and was able to retrieve the following from the device: Network Operator; Contact Details;SMS Sent; SMS Received; Outgoing Calls; Incoming calls; Images captured on camera; All files on the device (documents, images, music files etc.); Full chronological order of events on the phone; Details of web pages visited; Details of bookmarks in the browser. I exported the data to a pdf to have paper copy.

While viewing the data, each item you select is shown at the bottom of the screen. You have two viewing options where you can select how you actually see the data. On one side I had it set to see the HEX of the data and on the other side it was set to auto-detect. This enables to actually check the headers of the files, so if someone has tried to just rename a file to hide data, you will be able to see exactly the type of file it really is on the HEX side.

Overall Impressions
This is a very impressive piece of software, and the features available seem to cover all eventualities regarding examining a device for forensic purposes. There was one feature that I was not able to test and that was the Geo event positioning option. This option extracts the exact phone location during all the events that took place on the device.

I can imagine a few scenario’s where this software would be of use, one of which would be for schools where there has been bullying via phones on pupils. This would enable the staff to extract all the data from the victim’s phone and store it for future use. I was very impressed by this software and did not realise just how much data is stored on a device I keep in my pocket. It tracks all of my movements (if the phone has GPS) and gives a good insight on my daily life. Very simple and easy to use, but also very powerful on the data in extracts and provides to the user/investigator by Michael Munt.

System: Windows XP
System Details: Service Pack 2, 1GB Ram, Intel Pentium M 1.73Ghz.
Phones tested: Sony Ericsson K510i, Nokia E61
License: full version
Pricing: Standard €499, Professional €799
Fare dodging is a popular sport in most countries: it tends to pay out often, and people living in a country where they are not native citizens tend to get away completely unscathed most of the time.

On SMS ticketing

Providing consumers with an easy way to purchase tickets tends to reduce fare dodging, which is why most public transport companies now offer SMS tickets. An SMS ticket is a ticket, which is ordered via an SMS to a premium-rate number, and is then delivered to your phone. This SMS ticket consists of a text string, validity date and name of the company – but no personal identification. A fictitious example:

Public Transport Company ABC, SMS ticket
Price XYZ, Validity: from 28.10.07 13:20 to 28.10.07 14:50, code YrQPtMKs7 /52845

Inspectors use a smartphone-like device in order to inspect the ticket: it is checked against a live database of tickets on the company’s database. If the data matches, the show ends here – if not, it depends on local jurisdiction. The process is outlined in (Figure1).

Sand in the turbines

The whole system sounds pretty sensible, but Pavol Luptak from the Slovak security research firm Nethemba (http://www.nethemba.com/) considers it highly unsafe.

His method of circumvention is as simple as it is shrewd: a large mass of people gang up in order to share a ticket. This is accomplished via a central server and a small application which is installed onto a smartphone.

Participating users (which will be referred to as arsonists from now on, as the word hacker IMHO is not correct here) install the application onto their smartphones. This application connects to a central server via TCP/IP, and can request tickets whenever the user enters public transportation. The ticket is delivered via TCP/IP, and is put into the SMS inbox locally (at no cost to the user).

The central server acts as ticket repository. When a ticket request is received from a participating client, the server checks if the ticket it currently has in store is valid. If it is, the ticket is dispatched to the client. If not, a new ticket is requested via a GSM modem card from the public transport company, which is then sent out to the user who requested it. Savings occur when more than one user is given access to the same
ticket: if user A and user B ride the tram at the same time, the server requests one ticket and gives it out to both of them. Figure 2 shows the central server.

**Gimme compressed air, Joanna**

Transport companies can defend themselves against this scheme by introducing geographic correlation. This means that each and every inspection gets stored in a central database.

If two ticket instances are found close to one another, one of the two is illicit which sets off a complicated legal process of trying to determine whose ticket is invalid.

Arsonists respond in a simple fashion: every user which gets inspected triggers the redeployment of a new ticket to all others in the network...

**Ticket, Ticket, where ar’t thou from?**

Once the competition has reached this stage, public transport companies can fight back by trying to create a link between the ticket and the phone where the request originated from.

This would mean that the inspector calls or SMSs the number stored along with the ticket (which excludes the thousands and thousands of users who disable caller ID) – if the affected phone does not ring, something weird is afoot.

Arsonists would respond by installing VoIP and SMS gateways onto their central server. This central server would forward the incoming SMS or calls to all attached users. A bit of personal responsibility on the users end would then fix the issue – the affected guy picks up the phone and goes on to interact with the inspector via a VoIP connection and the server’s GSM modem – which, to the inspector, looks just like a normal phonecall.

**Security to oblivion**

The only way to secure the system for good would involve making the tickets dependant on the person who has requested them. A central database would have to be created, which would then be used to check tickets against their owners. Users have to register themselves before being able to use the system, and would furthermore have to carry an ID document on them at all times (not required under eg Austrian law).

Leaving privacy concerns aside, this would defeat the whole idea behind the system. SMS ticketing was invented to make buying tickets painless – transforming it into a complex system involving ID codes and trust centers is not particularly productive..

**On common sense**

My main message for this piece is short and sweet. There is no absolute secure system. Security is nothing more than a measure to increase the price of attacking a system. The more secure a system is, the more time and money must be invested to circumvent it.

Past experience teaches us that no system is absolutely secure: large governments have not been able to protect themselves from losing important information.

When designing secure systems, common sense is key. Is an attacker going to be willing to invest the effort needed to circumvent the issue at hand? In a public transport situation, the answer is usually no: a slight amount of non-lethal force is usually less illegal than an attack on the computer system and tends to be significantly cheaper.

Why should an intruder build up a complex and expensive infrastructure if running is free and legal? Why should he bother with faking personal IDs if giving fake information of an inexistent person is not illegal in most jurisdictions? Finally: why should he invest all the time in order to save a few euros worth of travel expenses?

In the end, Pavol Luptak’s system definitely works, but IMHO is a prime example of a security hole which is irrelevant in everyday life...

**Note**

This article’s content is similar to Pavol Luptak’s Hacking at Random presentation. However, it is based on a test run held at the Viennaie MetaLab hackerspace.

**Further reading**

- [https://har2009.org/program/speakers/149.en.html](https://har2009.org/program/speakers/149.en.html)

Tamin Hanna

Tamin Hanna has been in the mobile computing industry since the days of the Palm IIIc. He develops applications for handhelds/smartphones and runs for news sites about mobile computing:

- [http://tamspalm.tamoggemon.com](http://tamspalm.tamoggemon.com)
- [http://tamspc.tamoggemon.com](http://tamspc.tamoggemon.com)
- [http://tamss60.tamoggemon.com](http://tamss60.tamoggemon.com)
- [http://tamswms.tamoggemon.com](http://tamswms.tamoggemon.com)

If you have any questions regarding the article, email author at:

tamhan@tamoggemon.com
This paper talks about the analysis of a suspicious executable named unwise.exe. The binary exhibits how diversified functional characteristics can transform a victim’s machine into a slave.

This malware can undertake a lot of network based activities and communicate with the remote servers. The impact is devastative as it really stems down the memory usage if the system is connected to the network. It marginalizes the system’s integrity and disrupts the functionality of a well configured system. The system is rendered unresponsive and unusable.

Description
A widely distributed malware which nowadays stealthily installs itself onto the system and performs backend functionality is known as unwise.exe. The unwise.exe executable runs as a system process. There is not enough information present on this malware. Most of the protection measures revolve around the generic downloading of anti viruses and scanning of your system to find the installed malware binaries. For example: ~ Most of the websites direct the users to download Kaspersky and Malware bytes automated software’s. But this is appropriate for the users who want their systems to run effectively. It is considered absolutely apt for normal functionality. But the prime target is to look inside the unwise.exe, especially its ingrained functionality which turns a normal system into a zombie or attack driven target. The analysis can be performed in the following ways:

- Detecting the binary and disassembling it to look into the code.
- Dynamic and behavioral analysis to detect system changes.

This paper follows the latter approach because it’s hard to detect a packed binary. It is not easy to unpack the binary because specific malware require unique unpackers which are not easily available. In order to avoid this, live scenario analysis is performed in a controlled environment. In addition, time constraints also play a role. The main point of analysis is to scrutinize the changes that are taking place in the components of the operating system.

Figure 1. unwise.exe running inside system
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The basic step for performing any type of analysis is to determine the type of processes running in the system. An active check on the processes enables the analyst to scrutinize the system’s state. The task manger is ready to serve the purpose in detail. If a victim’s task manager shows that the unwise_.exe process is running in the system, this clearly states that the machine is being used for malicious purposes, see (Figure 1).

The analyst has to dissect the working behavior of this running process to mitigate the impact on the system for which this binary is designed. Usually, this process makes the system slow with the passage of time and results in malfunctioning of the victim’s machine. For further analysis we will be using a process explorer tool from Microsoft Sysinternals (http://www.microsoft.com/technet/sysinternals) to dissect the different parameters for this malware’s process. Let’s try to crystallize the artifacts of this process to draft the characteristics.

Image Path Analysis

The first step is to look for the image path where this binary is placed in the system or any relative backup files. This provides actual information regarding the installation of the binary and its location. The principal objective is for collecting this type of information is to understand which system component has been used as a base for the binary to trigger its execution. It provides generic information of any operating system protection which is applied on the malware binary, such as DEP (Data Execution Prevention) etc. Let’s analyze the unwise_.exe image path from the process explorer tool, see (Figure 2).

The above snapshot reflects that c:\windows\Fonts\unwise_.exe is the actual path where the binary is located. There is no DEP applied. It means the process runs in a simple execution mode. The process is considered to be a child process of the parent process services.exe with PID (Process Identifier) as 740. There is a message entitled in the Path parameter as Image is probably packed which clearly states that the binary is packed with some custom packer. In order to ensure this part whether the executable is packed or not it is always a strategic vector to scrutinize the characteristic of an executable. The simplest step is to launch PEID i.e. a portable executable identifier tool to check the packer and its type. On performing this step it has been concluded that the executable is packed with PECompact 2.x packer which is a runtime compression/decompression utility by bit sum technologies. Let’s see (Figure 3).

Being an executable compressor this packer simply compresses the certain part of executable and during runtime it is decompressed appropriately. Further the executable is reconstructed into original virtual image and no data is ever written to the disk. This process is fast and runtime compression/decompression occurs at very fast rate. The working functionality...
remains same thereby failing user to interpret the changes taken place in the executable. The packing is primarily done to ensure below mentioned functionalities.

- It makes the binary tamper resistant and obfuscated.
- The compressed file size is almost or less than to half of the original size.
- The obfuscation is done to combat against reverse engineering.
- The Loader takes less time to load the image file for runtime working.

Let’s have a look at the structure in (Figure 4).

The first part projects the simple structure of an executable. The second part shows the compressed portions in the binary. The module which is packed performs same function at runtime and can be retrieved easily due to small file size and further obfuscation disrupts the normal reverse engineering process. There is another truth about anti viruses which are capable of scanning inside the compact modules. Probably anti viruses technologies can catch the culprit executable by scanning the running processes and performing further deep inspection of system binaries. There can be a possibility that with publicly available unpackers, it can be unpacked or vice versa respectively. So it is imperative to look at the behavior of the binary.

Scrutinizing Crypt Signature

The second step is to traverse along the crypt functionalities and the signature matching of the binary. As we have already traced that unwise.exe is packed, it gives us an idea that the crypt object signature is matched with some value. Let’s see what the unwise.exe is aiming at: (Figure 5)

The above presented snapshot states that CryptVerifySignature API is called before unwise.exe jumps to other functions; this has to be verified at first. The CryptVerifySignature function is used to verify a signature against a hash object. Before calling this function, the CryptCreateHash function must be called to get a handle on a hash object. The CryptHashData and/or CryptHashSessionKey functions are then used to add the data and/or session keys to the hash object.

Once this function has been completed, the only hash function that can be called using the hHash handle is the CryptDestroyHash function.

Let’s look inside the function shown in (Listing 1).

To understand the intrinsic flow of crypt functions, one needs to understand the code as structured in (Listing 2).

This clearly delineates the flow of functions to be called for crypt API’s to work appropriately.

### Listing 1. CryptDestroyHash function

```c
BOOL CryptDestroyHash:

HCRYPTHASH hHash,
BYTE *pbSignature,
DWORD dwSigLen,
HCRTYPKEY hPubKey,
LPTSTR szDescription,
DWORD dwFlags
```

### Listing 2. Intrinsic flow of crypt functions

```c
#include <wincrypt.h>

HCRTYPROV hProv = 0;
#define BUFFER_SIZE 256
BYTE pbBuffer[BUFFER_SIZE];
HCRTYPHASH hHash = 0;
HCRTYPKEY hPubKey = 0;
BYTE *pbSignature = NULL;
DWORD dwSigLen;
LPTSTR szDescription = NULL;

// Get handle to the default provider.

if (!CryptAcquireContext(&hProv, NULL, NULL, PROV_RSA_FULL, 0)) {
    printf("Error %x during CryptAcquireContext!\n", GetLastError());
    goto done;
}

// Create hash object.

if (!CryptCreateHash(hProv, CALG_MD5, 0, 0, &hHash)) {
    printf("Error %x during CryptCreateHash!\n", GetLastError());
    goto done;
}

// Hash buffer.

if (!CryptHashData(hHash, pbBuffer, BUFFER_SIZE, 0)) {
    printf("Error %x during CryptHashData!\n", GetLastError());
    goto done;
}

// Validate digital signature.

if (!CryptSignHash(hHash, pbSignature, dwSigLen, hPubKey, szDescription, 0)) {
    printf("Signature failed to validate!\n");
    else if (!CryptVerifySignature(hHash, pbSignature, dwSigLen, hPubKey, szDescription, 0)) {
        printf("Signature validated OK!\n");
        
    // Release public key.
    
    if (hPubKey != 0) CryptDestroyKey(hPubKey);
    
    // Release provider handle.
    
    if (hProv != 0) CryptReleaseContext(hProv, 0);
```
Windows Services and Permission check
In this part, the major concern is to find the service installed by the malware and the permissions applied to it. Usually, permissions are granted on the logged in account when malware is downloaded and executed on the system. It is really critical when super user access is granted and malware inherits the same access rights and has the potential to compromise the administrator’s account. It is crucial to analyze the services because some malware when installed in the local system generate a profile. The services cannot be stopped directly until the profile is disabled. The profile sets the environmental characteristics in which the binary is accessed and executed in the context of operating system. Until the profile is deactivated, the service cannot be stopped and remains in automatic mode. Let’s see unwise_.exe service check in (Figure 6).

The snapshot clearly presents that unwise_.exe is installed as Windows Host Controller service. On further looking at the permissions and access credentials, one finds that the administrator account is active and full permissions are granted for this service. It means the infected service can interact with any component of the operating system with super user control and exploit the functionalities in the best possible manner. The service is installed with administrator privileges. On further querying the service to find the type of flags set, we discover the properties presented in (Figure 7).

The service is set with flags as NOT_STOPPABLE, NOT_PAUSABLE etc. It's not even a shared process which means that there is no component dependency on other services. The process runs in its own address space and is interactive in nature. The interactive processes require user input to perform a function. Usually, it is considered as desktop specific; as dialogs are often interactive with users through the desktop. This entire process is carried out after the service host manager sets the window station for the interactive process WinSta0. Overall, unwise_.exe creates a self initiating interactive process. Ingress/Egress Communication Channel
Most malware start a differentiated communication channel by creating outbound channels. So it’s crucial from an analytical perspective to look into the open ports and the communication channel in use. As we have seen, the service is installed as Windows Host Controller. The malware is using the generic name for the installed services as a standard window host controller process. This is done to make the detection process a little hard but analyzing it further its behavior it can give it away as a process that is either infected or started from scratch. There can be network related activities that are going on after the initiation of unwise_.exe. On further analysis, it is noticed that unwise_.exe is creating an outbound channel with different remote IP addresses. Let’s see (Figure 8).

The above presented layout shows that unwise_.exe is sending SYN packets to remote address by creating an outbound channel. The ports are being used in an incremental way. The IP addresses that unwise_.exe is connecting to are in the 122.168.0.0 range. The unwise_.exe is creating a denial of service condition in which SYN packets are sent continuously to the ISP gateways and other routing devices in use to disrupt the networking activity on the host. The denial of service here refers to the service degradation of the connection through which the malware is sending packets. It has been found that other network activities are stopped due to this behavior. Let’s say that when this malware is installed in a victims machine then it becomes harder to browse the internet and perform other functionality as a part of the broadband connection. This is the result of the ongoing scan on the remote IP addresses mentioned in the snapshot.

The real question that arises is if the firewall is turned on, then how is this happening? Let’s dissect the firewall setting to see what the unwise_.exe is doing. The connection which is in established mode is using port 43033 to connect to the remote address. This is possible only if the firewall allows the host to connect to the remote target on this specified port number. Let’s see the firewall settings tab to check for this particular port number, see (Figure 9).
The snapshot shows that firewall exceptions allow the port 43003 with the program name FD. The analysis shows that there are a number of entries under the string FD with different port numbers that are allowed. This shows that unwise_.exe is creating exceptions in a firewall for an established connection under the program name FD and performing a denial of service and scanning at the same time. There are certain facts about the windows XP firewalls which clear all the points as:

- The XP firewalls do not prevent the egress communication. This is an inbuilt feature.
- Adding exception leads to intrusion from outside and the installed binary can be controlled and allowed to scan the systems inside and sending the appropriate information outside.
- Exceptions are itself considered as holes in a system. If there are number of exceptions allowed then the strength of firewall is automatically reduced.
- The installed malware act as an agent and perform malicious functions.

Considering the facts provided above the unwise_.exe malware is performing the same malicious functions. As stated above that egress communication can not be stopped but large number of exceptions opens the ingress channel too. This results in dual mode of infection because once the ingress filtering is disposed off the intruder can use the installed malware to open an egress channel. The dual infection through TCP/IP communication works in this way.

Registry Profile Check
The registry should be checked for newly generated or manipulated keys by the malware to understand the functionality from a even lower perspective. This is because changes applied in the local system context will remain applicable to all the other components which have a dependency on the infected process. So, in order to combat the diversified impact of the running malware, it is useful from an informational perspective to look into the registry for specific entries about the malware and installed services.

On scanning (finding the specific key) the registry for a specific key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Windows Hosts Controller, it is noticed that there is only a specific entry of unwise_.exe in the windows host services as presented in (Figure 10).

Figure 7. Malware Infected Service Parameter Check

But this only provided an entry and image path for the location of the executable. In order to analysis it more deeper registry monitor tool comes handy. It has been noticed that malware is updating the registry entries’ as. The malware is querying registry for the

Figure 8. Network Traffic analysis through Open Ports – Process Explorer
EnableAutoDial Registry entry continuously. Enabling auto dialing means that without user interaction the dial up connection is established by using the stored credentials through internet explorer. It means if the victim opens the internet explorer the connection established without the dialog box and hence internet activities can be easily functional. This is what exactly unwise.exe malware is doing.

The prime functionality revolves around the windows host controller process. There can be other information stealing and access issues which this malware can cause because it is creating outbound connections directly through the firewall.

**Tracing the Solution**

There is not much detail available for unwise.exe malware. Usually, most of the anti virus websites prefer to make the victim run their anti-spywares on the machine. This is true for the normal users as most of the victims are not well acquainted with the specifications and working stature of the malware. On the other hand, a number of malware can be rendered useless if analyzed appropriately and removed in time. In the case of unwise.exe, the process is unstoppable and it is not possible to pause it. The flags are defined this way. In these types of cases, the profile has to be disabled prior to stopping the services, see (Figure 11)

If a user simply disables the hardware profile the service can be stopped easily or disabled so that next time the system should not allow this process to execute on startup. This is a very simple solution for the unwise.exe malware.

**Conclusion**

In-depth analysis always yields effective results. There must be appropriate benchmarks based upon which analysis is conducted. The testing hierarchy should be followed in a sequential order to reap efficient results. We have traversed along the working of different components which are impacted by the unwise.exe malware and its resulting output. The solutions can be easy to implement provided the analysis is not encumbered by the loopholes in the system.

---
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The input collected may contain information such as user credentials, e-mails, bank details and other sensitive data that could then enable an attacker to dig deeper into a system(s). With the right information an attacker could transfer money to his own account, as well as numerous other activities based on the information available.

This article focuses on most relevant topics in terms of hardware keyloggers and details various solutions for protection against such tools.

**Introduction**

A keylogger is generally a hardware or software solution which stores all input from a keyboard (see Figure 1).

There can be many reasons as to why someone would choose to use a keylogger. Many manufacturers of such soft- and hardware products [1] [2] [3] [4] often advertise with some of the following legitimate reasons and scenarios:

- During an investigation to secure evidence
- As a backup of important documents and to prevent loss after a system or hardware crash
- Surveillance of children, e.g. to monitor unsuitable activities, such as surfing pornographic materials
- Surveillance of employees during work time to monitor abuse of resources
- Usage from private detectives and security consultants

Although some of these scenarios could be solved in a better way, and the usage may not be very ethical, keyloggers have become common place in the field of forensics and crime fighting area, their use can often be classed as valid.

However, there is as with many other technologies, the possibility of malicious usage, and it is due to these types of usage that lead to use reading about it in the media. Thus keyloggers are often used to steal confidential data such as passwords and usernames, internal company data, bank details and similar data. This data is then often used by organized crime as a blackmail utility or resold to others at a premium.

Although there are many different products and models with different functionalities available, keyloggers can be divided into two main parts: Software based keyloggers and hardware based keyloggers.

As this article is focused exclusively on hardware keyloggers, software keyloggers will only be explained shortly for the sake of completeness.

**Software Keylogger**

Sophisticated software keyloggers offers a variety of functions, which goes way beyond the usual implied function – logging of keystrokes. Often it is possible to create screenshots from the target machine on a regularly basis, log...
the moment when a program was launched and logging of where the data was typed in. Most keyloggers offer in addition the possibility to transmit automatically the logfiles to a specified e-mail address or server. Others offer the feature to record voice and webcam recordings, or manipulation of the data entered by the user (although all the latter mentioned functions have nothing to do with the basic function of a keylogger anymore they are often some kind of hybrid application or are included as part of some other programs, such as rootkits).

The main problems with software keyloggers is the installation on the target machine and the nondisclosure after successfull installation. As derived from its appellation, such keyloggers run as programs and therefore leave behind more or less traces. Another big disadvantage is that keyloggers often start logging only after the launching of the operating system or after the login-screen from Windows. Therefore it is not possible to log passwords from encrypted systems and BIOS. As they can’t be detected by anti-virus software, the ability to alert the user and display a warning message or give instructions to the removal of the threat automatically makes their usage more valuable. For hardware keyloggers therefore it doesn’t matter which operating system is used on the target machine. Windows, Linux/ UNIX, Mac OS, Solaris and others provide no protection against hardware keyloggers. Additionally hardware keyloggers are preferred if you are looking to capture data without a trace as they do not leave any besides fingerprints, which can easily be avoided.

Hardware Keyloggers

Although hardware keyloggers are not used as much as software keyloggers, they pose a serious threat, which someone must be aware of.

As with software keyloggers, there are many different solutions available which offer various functions. The most common ones are plugged inline between the keyboard and computer (external). Installation is completed within a few seconds and no onsite setup or configuration is needed, which allows even the non experienced usability of these devices (see Figure 2).

If the keyboard has to be connected through PS/2 or USB doesn’t matter, as for both connections models are available.

Also there are some keyloggers available, which are already built-in in keyboards [6] or KVM-switches (Keyboard, Video, Mouse) while others must be plugged in onto the motherboard, often PCI [7] (internal) (see Figure 3).

The biggest advantage of hardware keyloggers lies in their ability to log data right after injection and that they can’t be detected by anti-virus and similar software as they do their work even in separation from the operating system. Therefore it is possible to retrieve passwords from encrypted systems and BIOS. As they can’t be detected by anti-virus software, the ability to alert the user and display a warning message or give instructions to the removal of the threat automatically makes their usage more valuable. For hardware keyloggers therefore it doesn’t matter which operating system is used on the target machine. Windows, Linux/ UNIX, Mac OS, Solaris and others provide no protection against hardware keyloggers. Additionally hardware keyloggers are preferred if you are looking to capture data without a trace as they do not leave any besides fingerprints, which can easily be avoided.

Another disadvantage is that not all keyboards are supported – if an exotic, new or only little distributed keyboard or layout is used, the log may be corrupt or not complete.

The actual analysis can be hard and very time consuming. Although all keystrokes are recorded, it is not recorded where they were entered (web, forms, word document, chat, net banking, etc.). So it can be hard to figure out certain inputs or recognize them as sensitive data (see Figure 6).

Implementation and models

Most keyloggers come with a microcontroller and some sort of non-volatile memory, mostly EEPROM or FLASH. The memory capacities are compared with nowadays hard disc drives relatively tiny (in most cases between 512 kB and 4 MB), but as they...
only store text this is more than enough. Also PS/2 and USB models are available, so it doesn't matter which connection the keyboard offers (see Figure 7).

All keyboards generally work the same. They consist out of keys which are arranged in a matrix. The keys can have the status of either be key down or key freed. A microcontroller, which is called keyboard-encoder, determines their conditions and direct them forward to the computer (scancode). On the motherboard is a keyboard-controller, which receives the data and decodes it which is then forwarded to the operating system or software in general [9].

The PS/2 protocol for keyboards is very easy constructed and freely open. Although it is a little old it is still widely used.

The USB standard is more complex, however, the keys can also be logged without any problems. Often this is done with a functionality of a USB-hub or with a technique, where first data is recorded and then reproduced.

Apart from the different connection possibilities, in addition of the basic functionality of logging keystrokes many keyloggers include some other features, such as encryption, time stamping and wireless-functionality.

- The encryption is used for protection against unauthorized usage, such as when it is discovered and analyzed
- Depending on the purpose, keyloggers with time stamping function can be used in ongoing investigations or to discover miss usage of resources during work time and similar
- Wireless technologies, such as Bluetooth, enable the attacker to retrieve the logfiles remotely. Therefore time based authentication mechanisms can easily be circumvented, as at any time the entered data can be retrieved.

Depending on the used electronics inside the keylogger, data can be retrieved even through big distances. For Bluetooth this means about 300m, although it is possible with appropriate hardware, such as antennas, to circumvent even bigger distances which can be 1km or even more (see Figure 9).

Logfiles can be retrieved on each computer the hardware keylogger is attached to. Often a certain password has to be entered in some kind of text editor which forces the keylogger to generate a menu with different options or switch it to USB flash drive mode. If this is done on the machine where the keys were recorded or on a third one doesn’t matter (see Figure 10).

An attached keylogger, independent of its functions, is for the user normally transparent, meaning that there are no lags, anomalies or other flashy behaviour (see Figure 11).

Pricing for keyloggers ranges between 30$ up to a few hundred US-Dollars, which means that for every case a suitable model should be available.
HARDWARE KEYLOGGER – A SERIOUS THREAT

Mission scenarios

As already often implied, hardware keyloggers pose a serious threat. Often they are used in combination with specific attacks and can be found in a variety of scenarios.

Often the goal is to get access to information for various systems to continue the attack there. Often users utilise one password for many different systems, which will result in a mass intrusion with one attack. Especially this is true on websites, forums, social networks and similar – and often those sites contain personal data.

Another scenario which has been observed in the past is the usage of a keylogger to get banking credentials. Not infrequently an attacker will succeed in stealing money from his victims account and transfers it to his own, temporary bank account.

TrueCrypt and other encryption programs are continuously gaining distribution, also often to protect internal and confidential data within companies and governments. With a hardware keylogger the keys which are used to decrypt those data can easily be logged and stored – therefore it is no problem if the data was copied had been previously encrypted (see Figure 12).

Safety measures

For companies it is in general recommended to execute security audits. With this it is possible to detect endangered systems and form a basis for the creation of policies. Also security awareness trainings for employees is very important, as it helps to prevent attacks and respond correctly if an incident occurs.

Most available keyloggers are inserted inline between keyboard and computer. Others are already embedded inside keyboards while others are inserted inside a computer. Therefore the best protection lies within securing physical access. This can be done with closed doors, biometric sensors, verification checks, etc. Additionally security can be increased, when only certain individuals get authorization for entry. Preferably it is logged each time when access is needed which would also include the cleaning service, maintaining service etc.

If physical access limitation is not possible, the next security action would be in securing the connection on the computers. When PS/2 and USB connections are properly secured it is hardly possible to plug another device inline or remove already existing one without seriously tampering with the protections used.

If an attacker has no access to the computer nor to the connections, the only remaining surface for attacking is the keyboard itself. On the keyboard (and on computer cases) tamperproof seals can be adjusted, similar to the ones which are on notebooks and hard disc drivers.

Other safety measures can be CCTV and depending on money and grade of security needed, security guards.

As hardware keyloggers can’t be detected by Software regular visual inspection is recommended. This can be aided by adjusting the connections for keyboard and mouse on the frontside of a computer, this will reduce the need to always crouch behind the computer to check for suspicious devices. This also applies to the earlier mentioned tamperproof security seals, which are adjusted on keyboard and computer.

It is recommended also not to use converters for PS/2 and USB as well as not using extension cords, as those often look similar to hardware keyloggers. Therefore such keyloggers may not be recognized as an adaptor or extension cable is they are expected anyway.

Although the author of this article couldn’t find till completion of this article a keylogger which indeed works as an adaptor and keylogger at the same time, it can not be assumed that no such device exists.
Another recommendation lies within the usage of virtual keyboards for sensitive data and passwords. Such a keyboard is built-in by default in Windows XP systems (Start—Programs—Accessibility—Onscreen keyboard) (Figure 14).

In this scenario the mouse is used to enter the desired keys. Hardware keyloggers can not log those as they are not sent through the connection of the physical keyboard and thus will not pass the keylogger. For long texts and lots of typing this method is not suited. Also some more advanced software keyloggers can also log keys entered using this method. Entry of keys using this method is additionally vulnerable to shoulder surfing.

Glance in the future

Coming models will offer more functionality in smaller sizes, especially in the wireless area. Max Moser recently published with Keykeriki [10] a wireless keyboard sniffer. This makes it possible to record keys pressed on a wireless keyboard which works in the 27MHz area. As wireless technology is widely used already and will be even more in future, it can be assumed that more attack possibilities for these types of device will arise.

Also in the field of acoustic sniffing new and cheap technologies can be assumed. Sound waves are measured which occur when pressing on a key. Each key produces its own unique sound which allows recovery of those. In various experiments it was possible to reconstruct successfully 90-96% of keystrokes on an English text recorded on tape which lasted for 10 minutes [11].

Conclusion

The author of this article hopes to offer with this article a general but still extensive enough overview on hardware keyloggers. As it can be seen throughout the article it is relatively easy to be a victim of those attacks. Although not widely used, hardware keyloggers can because of their characteristics become a serious threat for companies and individuals.

Many safety measures are easy and cheap, but only help when combined with user awareness training. Therefore it often helps a great deal, when people are aware of them, know how they can be implemented and what they have to look for in general.
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Study of a New Genre of Malwares Called “Scarewares”

Depending on their characteristic, Malware can be broadly classified into various types. Most of us are probably aware of the common terms like Virus, Trojan, Spyware, Adware etc.

However, on the basis of certain behavioral traits, further classification of these broad types is possible. For example, based on the cloaking and stealth mechanism of certain Malwares we can identify them as Rootkits, some are called Rogue Anti-Spywares because they try to take themselves as Anti-Spyware Applications etc. The purpose of this article is to make people aware about a new genre of Malware called Scareware.

With the focus of Malware authors changing, of late there has been an explosion of a new breed of more financially motivated threats called Scareware. Scareware is a kind of Malware which has been designed to trick victims, using various Scare mechanisms, into buying, downloading or installing fake, useless or potentially malicious files. This is perhaps a very bookish definition of what we would actually mean by the word Scareware. In recent times, this definition is no longer sufficient enough to describe these threats properly. To understand them in a better and simpler way, we will take a look into some of the most common Scareware available today. We will also see the various tricks and scare tactics these Malware use to lure, intimidate or trick the unsuspecting users into their traps.

**Rogue Anti-Spyware**

Rogue Anti-Spyware applications have plagued the internet. These are part of a very well thought of and well planned attack. Also called Rogue Security Software, these are applications that pretend to be legitimate security applications. They use various kinds of tricks to make the user believe the legitimacy of these applications. From the names given to these applications to the look and feel of the application, the Malware authors make sure that the average user surfing the internet will believe it to be something that can be useful for him/her to get rid of unwanted files and Malware from the system. Seldom do they know...
that the stuff that they are relying upon is in reality a specific kind of Malware in itself.

They display colorful advertisements of AntiSpyware applications, which are anything but legitimate. They instigate the user to download these Rogue applications. However, at times, they don’t even need the user’s intervention for downloading them into the system. The download can also automatically begin without the user’s knowledge. This is called Drive-by download. Drive-by downloads can happen by visiting an infected website, viewing a specially crafted e-mail message or even by clicking a deceptive popup window. There are numerous ways by which Malware authors try to lure users to download or install the Rogue Security Software. From compromising vulnerable websites and injecting malicious codes into them, social engineering the unsuspecting users to click and download stuff that usually people would ignore, using scare tactics by displaying elevated security risks, its all part of the evil plan to get you infected and extort money.

The scare mechanism used by these so called Scareware is proving to be an effective way to squeeze out money. To understand the nature of the Scareware in a much more detailed way, we will have to look further into the actual tricks and tactics involved. Let us take a closer look at some of these scare tactics now:

While surfing, it may happen that we will encounter a sudden popup that imitates a Warning!! or a System Error!! It might display a fake alert or a fake Malware infection warning. The popup may further offer a free download of the actual application for the user to use and clean the ‘so called’ infected files (see Figures 1, 2).

These applications can even install a Browser Helper Object (BHO). A Browser Helper Object is a plug-in that integrates itself with the browser to provide additional functionality. Once a rogue BHO is installed, it can carry out many malicious activities. We have a tendency to trust alerts or messages that seem to be coming from the Operating System or some trusted application and most of the times this judgment is based on visual confirmation of the shown alert. They can even fake an Internet Explorer’s alert messages to a great level of accuracy. The purpose is simply to make the user panic and do things that are mentioned in these alerts (see Figures 3 and 4).

These above methods are very effective because they can deceive even the most tech savvy users. Below is the screenshot of a fake popup window that imitates the Windows XP Help and Support Center to a great extent (see Figure 5).

These Malware can imitate the alerts of some of the most reliable applications or services and take advantage of their goodwill and reputation (see Figure 6).

From fake IE alerts to Microsoft Windows messages, from Google’s interface to an operating system’s...
crash window, they will try everything to put the user into a state of panic. In the figure below, you can see that these applications will even try to scare the unsuspecting user by recreating the dreaded Blue Screen of Death (BSOD) Screen. They show a fake BSOD screens or fake Windows Loading screens that would tell the users that an unregistered version of the application has been detected, and hence, upgrade it to a full version. These techniques are getting better and better with every generation of these Fake Applications (see Figures 7 and 8).

If you look closely, you will see that all of these Rogue Security Software will make sure that for working in a smooth way these applications are recommended and they need to be upgraded after a purchase of the full version of these applications. If you are aware of these tricks then these may appear funny, but to a normal unsuspecting user, this is very scary and very convincing.

One of the worst things about Rogue AntiSpyware is that it will bombard the system with continuous popups, sometimes even when the system is not connected online. Along with the popups, they may also continuously show fake warnings or system errors (see Figure 9).

These warnings and errors are mainly exaggerated and display non existent threat lists (see Figure 10).

The main reason is to make the user panic and force them to make payments and buy the full version of the perhaps non existent software. Clicking the Remove all threats now will show the Registration window for purchasing the full version of this software (see Figure 11).

This is nothing more than a scam and whatever the methodologies of infection may be, the ultimate intention is to scare the user and force them to purchase the product.

**Ransomware**

If Rogue Security Software were just tricking you to cough out money, then there is Malware that FORCES you to pay up. Recently there have been quite a few instances of a kind of Malware that extorts Ransom money from victims. A new terminology called Ransomware was devised for this class of Malware that actually forces the victims to payout Ransom or Protection money.

Like any other Malware, these also infect the computer and do something unbelievable. They block access to the computer or encrypt the user’s data and give a deadline to the user to payout the Ransom money. There are known instances of these Ransomware in the wild. Trojan.Ransomlock, Trojan.Ransom, Trojan.Ransomcrypt etc are known to be lurking in the wild. Let us look into some of these threats:

When Trojan.Ransomlock.B infects the system it locks the desktop and displays a...
grayed out screen. Refer to the screenshot in (see Figure 12).

Translation of the text from Russian to English is given below:

Windows Blocked
For unlocking you need to
Send Text: #win1 t5680
To the number: 6008
The cost of communications is about 60 EUR.

In the reply message you will get a registration code, which should be put in the text box. To activate your copy of Microsoft Windows you have 3 hours from the time of the lock otherwise, the system files of your computer will automatically be deleted, and all data on it destroyed. Attempting to reinstall the system can lead to data loss.

The Malware has the unlock key hard coded inside it. There is apparently no easy way to stop the process associated with this Malware because it disables the Task Manager.

Furthermore, there are also known Ransomware in the wild that go beyond locking the desktop. They encrypt specific files in the system and force the user to pay up. When Trojan.Ransomcrypt infects a system, it encrypts the files with the following extensions:

- .doc
- .jpg
- .rar
- .zip
- .txt
- .rtf
- .jpeg
- .html
- .7z
- .htm
- .php
- .eml
- .3gp

After encrypting all the files with the above extension that it finds in the system, it adds a vscrypt extension to it and deletes the original file. Once all the files are encrypted, it modifies the desktop wallpaper with the below picture and restarts the computer (see Figure 13).

Similarly, Trojan.Ransomlock will display a message (translation of the text from Russian to English):

To unlock you need to send an SMS with the text:
[random numbers]
To the number: 3649
Enter the resulting code:
[text box]
Any attempt to reinstall the system may lead to loss of important information and computer damage (see Figure 14).

The threat executes every time the computer is started, even in safe mode.

Trojan.Ransomlock blocks access to the compromised computer and issues a ransom demand. It then displays a dialog box with the following messages:

"Deleted files are going to be saved into a hidden directory and replaced during uninstallation."

"(1) files are being deleted every 30 minutes"

It then locks the desktop with the below screen with two pornographic images (see Figure 15). Text from the locked screen:

environment loaded
windows locked

Figure 6. Fake Google Tips

Figure 7. Fake BSOD Screen1
Listen up xxxxxxxxxx
Is this computer valuable. It better not be.
Is this a business computer. It better not be.

Do you keep important company records or files on this computer. You'd better hope not.
because there are files scattered all over it tucked away in invisible hidden folders undetectable by antivirus software
the only way to remove them and this message is by a CIDN: number

This X.ai will load every time you start windows scattering more and more copies of itself until your computer is fried to a pulp. Until then you may even notice other programs missing critical files.

How to remove it?
Simple: You must receive a CIDN: number from Western Union
go to Western union, fill out the grey form labeled "SwiftPay" pay $10.99 as your customer access number enter '4 8 7 0 9 3 0 1 0 1 3 0 8 6 9 7'

you may sign any name, i.e John Doe and wait for a receipt from the clerk. Look on the top right-hand corner of the receipt for a number that starts with CIDN: i.e CIDN: 203-093-1903 comeback to this computer enter your CIDN number. The uninstall process will begin.

Note: if you don't pay exactly $10.99 you will generate an invalid CIDN number and be forced to start all over.

If you have a valid CIDN: Number and have problems uninstalling send a request to unlock3713@yahoo.com
I will research the problem and if applicable send an alternate CIDN: universal key by email.

Worms such Trojan.Gpcoder discovered in May 2005, brought the biggest change in the world of Ransomware. It uses RSA encryption algorithm with a 1024-bit key, making it impossible to crack without the author's key. The malware author is the only party that knows the needed private decryption key. As part of the attack an email address is supplied through a ReadMe.txt or Attention.txt file, which users are supposed to use to request for their files to be released after paying a ransom of $100-200 (see Figure 16).

Some files are coded.
To buy decoder mail:
[user]@yahoo.com
with subject: PGPcoder
000000000032

Later variants like Trojan.Gpcoder.E and other Ransomware like Trojan.Archiveus, Trojan.Win32.Kratten, Trojan.Cryzip, and Trojan.Win32.MayArchive began utilizing more sophisticated RSA encryptions, with ever-increasing keys (eg. RSA-4096) which makes it large enough to be computationally infeasible to crack them. One of the example ReadMe File created by these Malware after it has successfully encrypted the users files, is shown below.

Hello, your files are encrypted with RSA-4096 algorithm ([Wiki Link]).
You will need at least few years to decrypt these files without our software.
All your private information for last 3 months were collected and sent to us.

Figure 8. Fake Windows Boot Screen

Figure 9. Fake Threat List
To decrypt your files you need to buy our software. The price is $300.

To buy our software please contact us at [Email ID] and provide us your personal code [Personal Code].

After successful purchase we will send your decrypting tool, and your private information will be deleted from our system.

If you will not contact us until 07/15/2007 your private information will be shared and you will lose all your data.

These are a new breed of Malware which none of us would like to get infected with, but in today’s connected world, you may never know what is safe and what is unsafe.

This has become a dangerous situation where unknowingly we might end up getting infected with these kinds of Malware. So keeping these in mind, we would take a look into some of the steps.

Before we start looking into the ways to recover from these incidents, we would look into some ways to avoid these infections or in a broader sense any kind of Malware infection. Usually, following the steps below will, to a great extent, bring down the chances of getting infected unknowingly:

1. Never open attachments in e-mails, instant message web links unless you know exactly what the attachment or the link is about. This is one of the most effective ways for Malware to infect you. If you do not know the user, then simply do not open the e-mail and delete it. Attachments can contain Malware.
2. If you visit a site and a popup appears saying that your computer is unsafe, ignore it! These are gimmicks that are used to make you click on the ad which then can potentially install unwanted Software or Malware.
3. Read the license agreement of any software that you install. Many free downloads are offered with Spyware, Adware and other programs that you DO NOT want on your computer. Reading the agreement may help you to spot them before the installation and then you may choose not to install them.
4. Use an Internet firewall. Windows XP with Service Pack 2 has a firewall already built-in and activated by default. Many times hackers discover new security holes in Software or the Operating System long before the software company releases patches. These exploit codes are called Zero Day Exploits.

This is the reason why many people get hacked or infected with new viruses that exploit zero day vulnerabilities. By using a firewall the majority of these security holes will not be accessible as the firewall will block the attempt all together.
Stay up to date. Visit Microsoft Update and turn on Automatic Updates.

Subscribe to industry standard Antivirus Software and AntiSpyware Software, and keep them updated.

Occasionally Run Online Virus Scans. Unfortunately not all antivirus programs are created equal. Each program may find infections that other antivirus programs do not and vice-versa. It is therefore recommended that you occasionally run some free online antivirus scanners to make sure that you are not infected with items that your particular antivirus program does not know how to find.

Use licensed software products. Malware often infect computers that run illegally copied versions of the operating system and productivity software. Unlicensed software can be more susceptible to viruses, and can even come with viruses already installed without your knowledge.

Now that we are aware of some of the ways by which we can avoid an infection, lets look into some of the things we can do once we notice that we have been infected by a Rogue Anti-Spyware or Ransomware.

Rogue Anti-Spyware infections are much easier to get rid of than a Ransomware infection. The reason is, we get visible indication of Rogue Anti-Spyware infections. There will be some unwanted Program Directories, some binaries, intermittent popup windows, some unknown processes running etc. Even though the installed Antivirus applications are not able to detect these Rogue Anti-Spyware applications, we can with a little educated inspection identify them and get rid of them. To learn about manually identifying Malware processes, please read the article How to identify the malicious binary? from the given URL: http://www.malwareinfo.org/bootcamp/LearnIt.htm

On the other hand Ransomware infections are really scary. These are typical viruses that infect your system without your knowledge. There are no visible symptoms of infection. The only time you come to know about these infections are when it's already too late and the Malware has done what it was created for. If the system is infected with any of these Malware then we may do the following things:

If the system is locked, then we need to take back the control of the system. At times booting the system in Safe Mode or Safe Mode with command prompt can give us back the control. If we are successful, we may try to...
disable the Malware from auto starting itself. Remove the entries of the Malware from the AutoRun locations.

- Identify and keep a sample of the Malware executable so that we can analyze it later. As mentioned earlier, please read the article "How to identify the malicious binary?"

- Check the Malware sample in Virus Total. This way you would know which Antivirus Scanner is detecting this Malware and which Antivirus is not. Moreover, you would also know the different names that this particular Malware is known as. This would help you to search for more relevant information about the threat.

- Update your Antivirus and run a full system scan from Safe Mode. If it detects the Malware, read the complete details about the Malware from the vendor’s website. Most of the time the write-ups in the vendor’s website also contains intricate details. For the Ransomware Malwares these technical details sections may even tell you the pass code that you can provide to unlock a system locked by that respective Malware. For example to unlock a system locked by Trojan.Ransomlock.B, you can use the pass code 5748839. This key was hard coded inside the Malware and which the Malware Researchers found. This kind of information can be invaluable during a recovery process.

- Run Online Virus Scans to make sure that you are not infected with items that your particular antivirus program does not know how to find. Many of the Antivirus vendors have a free online scanner.

- The recovery of the encrypted files will depend on the Antivirus vendor so consult the vendor for recovering your data files. However it is recommended that you keep a backup of the most important data files. In an enterprise scenario it can be the file servers and in case of home users it can be the removable drives.

This article was meant to be informative instead of being too technical in nature so that it is easily understood by any computer user. Be alert and stay safe when you are in the Wild Wild Web. The only way by which we can avert these threats or any other Malware threat in general is by being alert and following some simple steps. This would significantly bring down the possibility of getting infected unknowingly. So with this we conclude this article about Scareware.

Rajdeep Chakraborty
Microsoft MVP – Consumer Security (2009)
Rajdeep is an independent Malware Researcher and the founder of www.malwareinfo.org. He is very much involved in antimalware community activities and wants to make the internet a safer place.
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Figure 15. Desktop Locked By Trojan.Randsom.A

Figure 16. Encrypted Files & _READ_ME_.txt
Eavesdropping on VoIP

This information could be used in a penetration-testing scenario. This is how I would approach an unsecured VOIP implementation. This test was conducted on 30 phones and the laptop used was able to handle the load since the voice codec used by the phone system was G711@8hz.

Every company has an IT staff on a separate dedicated floor; this could be useful to gain sensitive information about network infrastructure or accounts, or this could also be used to get information on senior staff. Also, most of the time the IT staff will not use safe security practices while using networking equipment, this could be a potential gold mine for a hacker.

Reconnaissance Part

Your main goal is to find a phone that is unprotected. The phones will be located in boardrooms or left unattended on employees’ desks. Its menus are unprotected and have administrative content which should be protected by the company administrators. All networking information should be protected by a password to prevent leaking information.

Having gained access to this boardroom, I start by having a look at some of the accessible network details and I immediately find some pretty interesting information. In my experience, I notice that most of the time, receptionists and secretaries desks are not locked to facilitate communication with potential customers or employees. Hereby leaving the phone exposed.

The Phone Options

Please note that the phone pictures are displayed for informative purposes only. The screenshots will give you important information about the underlying network infrastructure used by your target company. You will save a large amount of time if you can get all the information right away. Also note that if security was a priority, the phones could also be password protected rendering the information unavailable.

First you should check Set Info. This is the phone options, you want to get more options by opening the Telephone Options menu, and then go in Set IP Info. To obtain more details about the network, you must access the Set Info Option found in the main Telephone Options menu. By doing this, you get the phone IP Address. 10.228.15.136 (this is the Set IP Info menu in the Set IP Screen details)

Difficulty

What You Will Learn...

You will learn that MITM and ARP poisoning are still effective attacks and could help you get information in a switched network and how to mitigate this attack.

What You Should Know...

Securing your VOIP infrastructure should be your first priority, as it is relatively easy to eavesdrop in Voice over IP conversations.

ARP Poisoning

The principle of fake or spoofed ARP messages to an Ethernet LAN is used to impersonate the attackers MAC address for a node that is active. So the other clients will try to reach that node, they will reach the attacker, so the attacker can choose to redirect the traffic to the specified node (MITM) or simply rejecting it could cause a Denial of Service.

Man-In-The-Middle(MITM)

Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) is a form of active eavesdropping in which requests sent to a server/client are intercepted and manipulated so both parties receive the correct information without interruption.
as well as the MASK 255.255.255.128. This is the Set IP Info menu with the Mask details. You will also obtain the GATEWAY 10.228.15.129 (this is the Set IP Info menu with the Gateway IP details), which will be necessary for the MITM attack, as I will have to intercept traffic between the unit and the gateway. The next step is to go into Ethernet INFO which is also important as this will let me see if I can pretend to be an IP phone (in the Ethernet Info menu). You can see that there's a VLAN ID, meaning they are tagging the vlan packets with 802.1q.

The switching equipment also had SNMP information related to the tagging of the VLAN. This gave me the clue that the VLAN ID is 415. The GetIF software is available for free at http://www.wtcs.org/snmp4tpc/getif.htm. To protect yourself from SNMP information leakage you need to configure it with different default values than public/private (See Figure 1).

**MITM attack**

To make your laptop a potential phone to start your MITM attack, you will need to attach your network card to that tagged VLAN traffic. Because the network is segmented into more than one VLAN, you would have to try all the VLAN possibilities listed in the previous screenshot. After a multitude of tests, you'll confirm that the proper VLAN is 415 and by configuring the card to that VLAN, you will be able to intercept voice traffic on this network. You received an address in the phone VLAN that was 10.228.15.13X. The switch has no objection in giving me that IP enabling me to and I could receive voice traffic.

So to get the interesting traffic you need to connect yourself to that VLAN information. Intel has new drivers that will permit you to tag traffic in a virtual interface. This will allow you to receive traffic in that VLAN.

**Prevention**

You can activate port security but most of the time security functions in a network are left disabled. With port security enabled this will protect you...
from a new MAC address that is not in
the MAC address white list table. If you
have physical access to the phone, you
can unplug it and change your MAC
address to that of the phone’s. This will
allow you to circumvent port-security (See
Figure 2).

When you create the interface for
the specific VLAN you need to reboot
the machine, otherwise the interface isn’t
available in the CAIN sniffer’s menu, the
interesting part is that you received an
address from a DHCP Server, in the same
range as that of the IP phones. (You can
also use Ettercap in Windows but it was
rather erratic than useful, the good stuff
is in Linux). I loaded up CAIN and ABLE,
to prepare the unit for the MITM atack,
using ARP Spoofing. You can install Cain
and Able from the following Link (http:
//www.oxid.it/cain.html)

Cain
Cain is a Windows password recovery
tool; you can actually get passwords
by sniffing or cracking hashes. You can
also do Cryptanalysis attacks. Also, you
can get passwords with MITM and Arp
Poisoning. You need to go to configure
and choose your virtual adapter that
has the IP address in the phones VLAN.
Afterward, you need to click capture to
start capturing information on the current
network; it’s beside the atomic icon (See
Figure 3).

Then you need to click the APR tab,
and click on top, also named APR, you
need to click on the window and then the
blue + sign will enable you to see the ARP
Poisoning interface (See Figure 4). You
need to select on the left side, the router/
gateway you want to impersonate and on
the right side the computer/phone you
want to ARP poison (See Figure 5). Then
click the atomic logo (See Figure 6). The
poisoned routes will appear and you know
that the traffic will be saved (See Figure 7).

Now that the phone is actually routing
through my computer and goes to the
phone system, I can intercept voice traffic
with CAIN or OrkAudio 0.5X, previously
installed on my test machine. Now, to
see if CAIN properly captured some
VOIP data, you will see in the VoIP tab the
current information captured (See Figure

Figure 4. This is a standard CAIN screenshot to demonstrate that you need to activate
the sniffer function before executing the ARP Poisoning function.

Figure 5. This is a screenshot where you choose your victim and the gateway you want
to emulate.

Figure 6. This is a screenshot when you activate the ARP poisoning function.
8). Please note if you kill Cain in the MITM process, the phone will not be able to instantly reconnect to the phone system (media gateway).

Solution

Protection against ARP Spoofing can be achieved by implementing DHCP Snooping. This is implemented on your switching equipment, by using DHCP snooping you will tell your switching equipment to give specific MAC or IP addresses to your hosts.

Certain switches have the ARP Security function in their DHCP Snooping tool sets. It’s a rough equivalent of NAC. With this you have the ability of preventing ARP spoofing. You can now play the audio file with your favorite player, the files are located in c:\program files\cain\voip\.* VLC is a media player available at (http://www.videolan.org/vlc/) (See Figure 9). There may be a case that in the IP1 (codec) or IP2 (codec) is unsupported, this is why I use OrkAudio, which will provide more supported codecs. If you used OrkAudio only, you can find your captures in the following directory, C:\program files\OrkAudio\AudioRecordings\200X

Orkaudio

OrkAudio is a modular and cross-platform system for recording and retrieving of audio streams. The project currently supports VoIP and sound device based captures. Metadata recordings can be stored in any mainstream database. Retrieval of captured sessions is web based. I had an issue where a phone was using a different audio codec, and this was remediated by using OrkAudio. I actually used both to maximize the chances of success. OrkAudio is available at (http://oreka.sourceforge.net/download/windows) OrkAudio installs as a service and is pretty easy to use; it will automatically start after installation. The user actually initiates a call to someone, and OrkAudio will start capturing any interesting RTP packets with voice information.

Linux Solution

Please note this is also possible in Linux. For people that only use Linux

Figure 7. This is a cain screenshot about you MITM session and ARP poisoning routes

Figure 8. This is a screenshot of CAIN tab VOIP, you can see voice capture information.

Figure 9. This is a screenshot of VLC a multimedia player
as their main operating system you could do the same and capture VOIP conversations on the network with the same attacks described above. First you need to allow Linux to get the information from VLAN 415. I used Ubuntu 9.04 for this purpose.

You need to restart the networking services to ensure the changes have been done.

```
sudo vconfig add eth0 415
sudo modprobe bonding
sudo ifconfig bond0 up
sudo ifenslave bond0 eth0.415
```

Also, you will need to get an IP address in the phone VLAN, (see Figure 10) which will be added automatically if your phones are setup in DHCP mode:

```
sudo dhclient bond0
```

You should get a new address, in this case I received 10.228.15.144 which was perfect. First initiate your MITM session with ettercap -i bond0 -Tq -M arp:remote/10.228.15.129/10.228.15.136 (See Figure 11).

**Ettercap**

Ettercap is a Unix and Windows tool for computer network protocol analysis and security auditing. It is capable of intercepting traffic on a network segment, capturing passwords, and conducting active eavesdropping against a number of common protocols. You can also use modules and plug-ins to do attacks. Also to see if there is pertinent traffic on the network, you can press S in ettercap (See Figure 12). I also used OrkAudio in Ubuntu to capture the voice information. You can install OrkAudio from the following link (http://oreka.sourceforge.net/download/debian).

You should start OrkAudio to begin the capture of potential VOIP conversations, this will be your main GOAL to be successful in this attack (See Figure 12). Start the application with the following command: sudo Orkaudio debug

While initiating a call you will get a lot of details in the OrkAudio window, some...
information about a call server, port details and data about the voice capture (See Figure 14). You need to modify the file /etc/orkaudio/config.xml to reflect your choices, in the adapter selection I used bond0

You might have to switch audio codecs. Then you execute OrkAudio debug and you will find your capture files in /var/log/orkaudio/200X. Please note if you kill Ettercap in the MITM process, the phone will not be able to instantly reconnect to the phone system (media gateway).

Solution

To prevent this issue you need to enable encryption on your PBX, Media Gateways or Phone systems accordingly, using a CS1000 from Nortel, I activated this option in the phone settings directly. Please note that you need to activate this feature on the entire infrastructure or you might have issues with communication.

Example: An encrypted phone can communicate with other phones but the unencrypted phones cannot communicate with you. Also, when you receive the encrypted VOIP conversation all you hear is garbage. A good IDS/IPS system could alert the administrators of my presence on this network.

Conclusion

It’s important to realize that this phone system was implemented by a third party firm (one of the largest). As you can see, security is not the primary focus of most integrators, and as security professionals we are here to remind them of these findings and correct the issues when they occur. In my opinion, we need to be proactive in this respect.

Marc-Andre Meloche, Security+

Marc-Andre is a 10-year IT security industry veteran with experience in several security-related fields. He is currently serving as a senior analyst at Virtual Guardian Inc (www.virtualguardian.ca) the first IT security consultancy company in Canada to have obtained the ISO 27001 certification.
In the world of Internet many kinds of malicious software create havoc – Trojan horses, worms, viruses. Security specialists stand in a fight to neutralize and stop these programs. They are using all kinds of specialized and very powerful software which gives them many capabilities. IDA Pro is one such program which provides extensive functionality for software analysis and debugging. But malicious software doesn’t give up. There are many methods used to detect and hide against this kind of analysis. This article presents how a process can detect if it is actually being debugged. Hiding and obfuscation are different problems and will not be described herein. This article wasn’t written to help malicious software programmers but to show what methods they use. If we know these methods we can better discover these kind of software instances.

Methods described herein are categorized in four groups depending on how they work and what mechanisms they use.

Function IsDebuggerPresent
This is the easiest way to check if a program is being debugged – just ask the system. Function returns 1 if the process is connected to a debugger or 0 if it isn’t. Listing 1 shows a fragment of code that uses this function.

Reading variable BeingDebugged from the PEB structure of the process
This method uses a similar mechanism as the previous one. However, the system function isn’t called directly but the special variable in the PEB (process environment block) structure is checked. The PEB structure describes processes in many ways. It is always stored under the same address for each process. BeingDebugged is one of its fields. Value 1 means that process is connected to the debugger. Listing 2 shows a fragment of the code, which can be used to check this field. The inline assembly fragment simplifies the code.

Function CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent
This function checks if the process is connected to a remote debugger. The word remote is understood by Microsoft as a separate process which doesn’t necessarily have to work on a remote machine. This function is recommended by Microsoft on the MSDN website as an alternative.
to the two methods presented earlier. The main reason for this is the unsure future of the PEB structure. In the next release of Windows this structure may not exist. Listing 5 shows how to use the CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent function.

Function
NtQueryInformationProcess
This function allows a user to get different information about the process. In this case the function can be used similar to the CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent function, which checks for the presence of a debugger. To use this function one needs to set the ProcessInformationClass function parameter to the value ProcessDebugPort (0x07). Because the NtQueryInformationProcess function isn’t accessible by Windows API, its address needs to be retrieved directly from the ntdll.dll file. If the function executes correctly and the ProcessInformation parameter value is set to -1, the process is being debugged. Listing 4 shows function code which uses this function and returns true if the process is being debugged or false if the process isn’t being debugged.

Reading the NtGlobalFlag value from the PEB structure of the process
The PEB structure isn’t described 100% on the official MSDN website. Some information is omitted. That is why I advise to visit the page with undocumented functions and structures of the Microsoft Windows system. This site can be found at http://undocumented.ntinternals.net/. Further detail about the PEB can be found on this site.

NtGlobalFlag is a field, which defines how the working process has to behave. This flag is set to 0 during normal program execution (program isn’t debugged). In other cases the value can be set to the following:

FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_TAIL_CHECK (0x10),
FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_FREE_CHECK (0x20),
FLG_HEAP_VALIDATE_PARAMETERS (0x40).

Listing 5 shows how to check which flags were set.

Listing 1. Using the function IsDebuggerPresent
if(IsDebuggerPresent())
{
    cout " Debugger was found\n";
}
else
{
    cout " Debugger was not found\n";
}

Listing 2. Reading the BeginDebugged variable from the PEB structure of the process
char IsDbgPresent = 0;
_asm
    mov eax, fs:[30h] // PEB structure address
    mov al, [eax + 02h] // BeginDebugged variable address
    mov IsDbgPresent, al
if(IsDbgPresent)
{
    cout " Debugger was found\n";
}
else
{
    cout " Debugger was not found\n";
}

Listing 3. Using the CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent function
BOOL IsRemoteDbgPresent = FALSE;
CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent(GetCurrentProcess(), &IsRemoteDbgPresent);
if(IsRemoteDbgPresent)
{
    cout " Debugger was found\n";
}
else
{
    cout " Debugger was not found\n";
}

Listing 4. Using the NtQueryInformationProcess function
//
// Function NtQueryInformationProcessTest
// Return: true - if debugger exists; false - if debugger does not exist;
//
bool NtQueryInformationProcessTest()
{
    typedef NTSTATUS (WINAPI *NtQueryInformationProcess)
        (HANDLE, UINT, PVOID, ULONG, PULONG);
    HANDLE hDebugObject = NULL;
    NTSTATUS Status;
    // Getting function address
    pNtQueryInformationProcess NtQueryInformationProcess = (pNtQueryInformationProcess)
        GetProcAddress(GetModuleHandle(TEXT("ntdll.dll")), "NtQueryInformationPro
        cess");
    Status = NtQueryInformationProcess(GetCurrentProcess(), &hDebugObject, 4, NULL);
    if(Status == 0x00000000 && hDebugObject == (HANDLE)-1)
        return true;
    else
        return false;
}
The value 0x70 presented in the conditional statement is a bit sum of following flags: `(FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_TAIL_CHECK | FLG_HEAP_ENABLE_FREE_CHECK | FLG_HEAP_VALIDATE_PARAMETERS ).`

### Reading the HeapFlags value from the PEB.ProcessHeap structure of the process

ProcessHeap is another structure, that isn't described on the MSDN website. It is used for describing the heap of the process and its behavior. That is why the debugged process needs to set a different value inside the ProcessHeap structure than normally. So the HeapFlags field value needs to be checked. It is set to 0x20 (HEAP_GROWABLE) when the process is running normally. When the process is ran by the debugger, two more flags are set:

- HEAP_TAIL_CHECKING_ENABLED (0x20)
- HEAP_FREE_CHECKING_ENABLED (0x40).

The typical value of the HeapFlags field is 0x50000062 but it depends on the NtGlobalFlag field value. Listing 6 shows how to use that field.

### Reading the ForceFlags value from the PEB.ProcessHeap structure of the process

The value of this field is also used to control the heap behavior. The value 0 means that the process isn’t being debugged. Any other value (usually 0x40000060) means that the process is being debugged. Listing 7 shows how to use this method.

### Breakpoint methods

Breakpoint: is a signal sent to a debugger. It informs the debugger to freeze the current process in at particular point. The program goes to debug mode. This mode doesn’t exit the program but instead it allows it to resolve it in any moment.

Breakpoints are the basic elements of debuggers. That is why they are a powerful weapon in their detection.

### INT 3

This interrupt is used by debuggers to set software breakpoint. The debugger sets this
interrupt in place where a program needs to be stopped. The interrupt opcode (0xCC) is put instead of the original instruction. The execution of this instruction causes an exception which is processed by the debugger. When the exception handler is exited, the process execution continues. To detect the debugger the following steps are needed. First, the exception handler needs to be replaced. Then int3 opcode needs to be executed. If the replaced exception handler was not executed, then the exception was handled by the debugger. Listing 8 shows code of the new exception handler. This handler sets the old stack frame and the point where the program needs to be continued. Listing 9 shows the code which sets the new exception handler. The handler requires an address pointing to the location where the program needs to be continued as a parameter. In this example this point is labeled as end. If the debugger handles the exception, the line mov Int3Value, 1 will be executed and the value Int3Value will be set to 1. If the new exception handler is executed, the program continues execution at line labeled as end – and the line that changes Int3Value value will be skipped.

Because this method is very easy to use, only weak debuggers can be cheated. The newest and more advanced debuggers can detect changes in the exception handler. After the exception is processed, they return to the new exception handler. Debuggers from Visual Studio and OllyDbg can be tricked by this method, while IDA Pro asks the user if he wants to pass the execution of the exception to the program. If the user agrees, then this method will not detect the debugger.

Ice breakpoint
Ice breakpoint method uses an undocumented instruction from the Intel processors with the opcode 0xF1h. It can be used to detect tracing programs. The execution of this instruction causes raising of the SINGLE_STEP exception. If the process is debugged, the debugger will act normally and execute this instruction – single step – and go to next instruction afterwards. If the debugger doesn’t exist, the execution of this function will raise an exception and the exception handler will be executed. Listing 10 shows an example. The new exception handler, which jumps to the end label after it ends, is set (the code of this handler is the same as the code shown on Listing 8). If the exception handler is executed, the line mov IceBreakValue, 1 will be skipped. If the debugger exists, it will stop on this line (after the SINGLE_STEP signal is emitted).

Memory breakpoint
Memory breakpoints are used by debuggers to check if the process is accessing some location in the memory. To do this they use the PAGE_GUARD flag. They set this flag on a piece of memory that they want to observe. When the process tries to access this location in memory the STATUS_GUARD_PAGE_VIOLATION exception is raised. To check

Listing 9. Fragment of the code that sets the new exception handler and runs the interrupt opcode
```c
unsigned long Int3Value = 0;
__asm
{
    push ebp
    // Stack frame address
    push offset end
    // Address of point where program continues its execution
    push exceptionhandler
    push fs:[0]
    mov fs:[0], esp
    int 3
    mov Int3Value, 1
    end:
    mov eax, [esp]
    mov fs:[0], eax
    add esp, 16
}
if(Int3Value)
{
    cout << "  – Debugger was found\n";
}
else
{
    cout << "  – Debugger was not found\n";
}
```

Listing 10. The code that sets the new exception handler and launches the Ice breakpoint
```c
unsigned long IceBreakValue = 0;
__asm
{
    push ebp
    // Stack frame address
    push offset end
    // Address of point where program continues its execution
    push exceptionhandler
    push fs:[0]
    mov fs:[0], esp
    __emit 0F1h
    mov IceBreakValue, 1
    end:
    mov eax, [esp]
    mov fs:[0], eax
    add esp, 16
}
if(IceBreakValue)
{
    cout << "  – Debugger was found\n";
}
else
{
    cout << "  – Debugger was not found\n";
}
if a debugger exists, the following steps need to be made. The new fragment of the memory is created with the PAGE_GUARD flag set. Then return opcode (0xC3) is written to this memory. Next a jump to this address (it is RET instruction) is made. The next instruction, that is executed, is stored at this address (it is RET instruction). If it works, RET instruction jumps to the address that was previously stored on the stack (in this example the address is labeled as MemBreakDbg). This means that the debugger handled the exception and normal execution – debugger exists. When the debugger doesn’t exist, the exception handler will be executed.

**Hardware breakpoint**

This special mechanism was implemented by Intel. There is a special set of registers used for supervising hardware breakpoints. These registers are named as Dr0 – Dr7. However, they can’t be access by the standard mov instruction. A special trick can be used to skip this restriction. When an exception is raised, the whole context along with register values is passed to the exception handler. Listing 12 shows how to set this kind of exception handler and how to raise an exception (it is done by dividing by zero). The values of the registers can then be checked and changed inside the exception handler. Registers Dr0 – Dr3 keep the addresses where breakpoints are set. Registers Dr4 and Dr5 are reserved by Intel to debug others registers. Registers Dr6 and Dr7 are used to control the behaviour of hardware breakpoints. If the value one of the first four registers is different than zero, hardware breakpoints are set. Listing 13 shows the function, that checks debug register values.

**Methods using the process environment and management**

These methods are based on system mechanisms used to control the process environment. Thanks to these methods, debuggers can also be detected.

**Parent Process**

This method uses the PID (process identifier) of the parent process. If the program was run without a debugger, the parent process will be explorer.exe. If the program was run by the debugger, the debugger will be the parent process of the program. Listing 14 shows the function,

---

**Listing 11. The code that uses the memory breakpoint**

```c
DWORD OldProtect = 0;
void *pAllocation = NULL;
pAllocation = VirtualAlloc(NULL, 1, MEM_COMMIT | MEM_RESERVE, PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE);
if (pAllocation != NULL) {
    *(unsigned char*)pAllocation = 0xC3; // Set the RET opcode
    if (VirtualProtect(pAllocation, 1, PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE | PAGE_GUARD, &OldProtect) == 0) {
        cout << "Can't set an appropriate flag\n" << endl;
    } else {
        __try {
            __asm {
                mov eax, pAllocation // Writing memory address to eax register
                push MemBreakDbg // Pushing MemBreakDbg on the stack
                jmp eax // Execution code from address stored in eax
                // If this instruction is executed, function RET will return to the address
                // placed on the stack – here labeled as MemBreakDbg
            }
        }
        __except (EXCEPTION_EXECUTE_HANDLER) {
            cout << " - Debugger was not found\n";
            ___asm (MemBreakEnd);
            ___asm (MemBreakDbg:);
            cout << " - Debugger was found\n";
            ___asm (MemBreakEnd:);
            VirtualFree(pAllocation, NULL, MEM_RELEASE);
        }
    }
} else {
    cout << "Can't allocate memory\n" << endl;
}
```
that checks the parent process. First, the PID of the explorer process is obtained and then the PID of our process. Getting the PID of the parent process is a little more complicated. First, SnapShot of all processes is needed. Then one needs to search the structure that describes our process. The PID of the parent process can be read from this structure.

**Open Process**

This method is based on access privileges. Sometimes these privileges are not set correctly for the debugged process. If the process is connected to the debugger and its privileges are not changed, then the process gets the privilege called SeDebugPrivilege. It allows to open any process running in the system. csrss.exe process is a very good example. User's process doesn’t have access to this process normally. The process needs only to try to open the csrss.exe process to check if it is being debugged. If the OpenProcess function (used to open processes in the system) finishes successfully (returned value is NULL), this mean that the process is being debugged. Listing 15 shows the runtime that uses this method to check if the debugger is connected.

**Self-Debugging**

This method is based on parent – child process relationship. The main (parent) process creates a child process. The child process will try to debug the parent process using the DebugActiveProcess function. If it fails, some debugger is already connected to the main process. Because the same function is executed within both processes, some sort of mechanism needs to be use to distinguish between them. A mutex object can be used for this purpose. Both processes call the CreateMutex function. The mutex will be created for the parent process, while the child process receives the error code ERROR_ALREADY_EXISTS. Listing 16 shows the code that distinguishes between the two processes.

The purpose of the child process is to connect as the debugger to the main process. To do this it searches for the parent process and uses the

---

**Listing 12.** The code that sets the new exception handler and raises the exception

```
__asm
{
push ebx
push offset end
push hardbreakhandler
push fs:[0]
mov fs:[0],esp
xor eax, eax
div eax
exit:
mov eax, [esp]
mov fs:[0], eax
add esp, 16
}
```

**Listing 13.** The new exception handler, that check the Dr0 = Dr3 registers

```
EXCEPTION_DISPOSITION __cdecl
hardbreakhandler(struct _EXCEPTION_RECORD *ExceptionRecord, void * EstablisherFrame, struct _CONTEXT *ContextRecord, void * DispatcherContext)
{
    if (ContextRecord->Dr0 == ContextRecord->Dr3)
    {
        cout << " – Debugger was found!\n";
    }
    else
    {
        cout << " – Debugger was not found!\n";
    }
    ContextRecord->Dr1 = ((DWORD *)EstablisherFrame)[2];
    ContextRecord->Dr2 = ((DWORD *)EstablisherFrame)[3];
    return ExceptionContinueExecution;
}
```

**Listing 14.** The runtime that compares the PID of parent process and the PID of explorer.exe

```
// Function ParentProcessTest
// Return: true if debugger exists; false if debugger does not exist.
// bool ParentProcessTest()
{
    DWORD ExplorerPID = 0;
    GetWindowThreadProcessId(GetShellWindow(), &ExplorerPID);
    DWORD CurrentPID = GetCurrentProcessId();
    DWORD ParentPID = 0;
    HANDLE SnapShot = CreateToolhelp32Snapshot(TH32CS_SNAPPROCESS, 0);
    PROCESSENTRY32 pe = { 0 };
    pe.dwSize = sizeof(PROCESSENTRY32);
    if(Process32First(SnapShot, &pe))
    {
        do
        {
            if (CurrentPID == pe.th32ProcessID)
            {
                ParentPID = pe.th32ParentProcessID;
                while (Process32Next(SnapShot, &pe))
                {
                    CloseHandle(SnapShot);
                    if (ExplorerPID == ParentPID)
                        return false;
                    else
                        return true;
                }
            }
        }
    }
```

---
DebugActiveProcess function. If this function finishes successfully, the child needs to disconnect first (without disconnecting the main process will also be terminated) using the DebugActiveProcessStop function. Depending on the result, the child process finishes with an appropriate code. Listing 17 shows how to do this in practice. The GetParentPID is an abstract function that returns the PID of the parent process. The code of this function can be found in one of the previous methods.

The superior process is waiting for the value returned by the child process. This value decides if the program is connected to the debugger or not. Listing 18 shows the superior process code.

**UnhandledExceptionFilter**

UnhandledExceptionFilter is a function called by the system when some exception wasn't handled by a runtime. This function decides what to do with process that raised this exception. If the process isn't debugged, the final handler will be called. If the debugger exists, this exception will be passed to it. However, there is a potential weakness in this method. If the debugger receives this kind of exception, it will terminate the process. Thus any further analysis will be impossible. Listing 19 shows the piece

### Listing 15. The runtime that checks if debugger exists by accessing csrss.exe process

```cpp
// Function OpenProcessTest
// Return: true if debugger was found; if debugger was not found

bool OpenProcessTest()
{
    HANDLE csrss = 0;
    PROCESSENTRY32 pe = { 0 };    
    pe.dwSize = sizeof(PROCESSENTRY32);
    HANDLE Snapshot = NULL;        
    DWORD csrssPID = 0;
    wchar_t csrssName [] = TEXT("csrss.exe");
    Snapshot = CreateToolhelp32Snapshot(TH32CS_SNAPPROCESS, 0);  
    if(Process32First(Snapshot, &pe))
    {
        do
        {
            if(wcscmp(pe.szExeFile, csrssName) == 0)
            {
                csrssPID = pe.th32ProcessID;
                break;
            }
        } while(Process32Next(Snapshot, &pe));
    }
    CloseHandle(Snapshot);
    csrss = OpenProcess(PROCESS_ALL_ACCESS, FALSE, csrssPID);
    if(crss != NULL)
    {
        CloseHandle(crss);
        return true;
    }
    return false;

### Listing 16. The code used to distinguish the processes

```text
WCHAR MutexName [] = TEXT("SelfDebugMutex");
HANDLE MutexHandle = CreateMutex(NULL, TRUE, MutexName);
if(GetLastError() == ERROR_ALREADY_EXISTS)
{
    // Child process code
}
else
{
    // Parent process code
}
```

```cpp
Listing 17. The code of the child process

```text
IMORD ParentPID = GetProcessParentID(GetCurrentProcessId());  
if(DebugActiveProcess(ParentPID))
    DebugActiveProcessStop(ParentPID);
else
    exit(0);

Listing 18. The code of the superior process

```text
PROCESS_INFORMATION pi;
STARTUPINFO si;
IMORD ExitCode = 0;
ZeroMemory(&pi, sizeof(PROCESS_INFORMATION));
ZeroMemory(&si, sizeof(STARTUPINFO));
GetStartupInfo(&si);
// Child process creation
CreateProcess(NULL, GetCommandLine(), NULL, NULL, FALSE, 
    NULL, NULL, &si, &pi);
WaitForSingleObject(pi.hProcess, INFINITE);
GetExitCodeProcess(pi.hProcess, &ExitCode);
if(ExitCode)
    cout << " Debugger was found\n";
else
    cout << " Debugger was not found\n";
```

### Listing 19. The code that sets the new exception handler and raises the exception

```asm
xor eax, eax
div eax
```

### Listing 20. The new exception handler

```cpp
LONG WINAPI UnhandledExceptionFilterHandler(PEXCEPTION_POINTERS pException);
    
SetUnhandledExceptionFilter(UnhandledExceptionFilterHandler);
    
asm
    xor eax, eax
    div eax
```
of code which sets the new exception handler and generates an exception (dividing by zero). The difference between this method and the previous one is that the handler was the first element in the chain of events there, while here it is the last one. Listing 20 shows the new exception handler.

NtQueryObject
This function retrieves a lot of useful information about system objects. Because the official MSDN website doesn’t describe it very well, I advise you get familiar with the undocumented properties of this function. If the objectA11TypesInformation parameter (value 0x03) is used, this runtime returns the detailed information about all objects in the system.

When the process is debugged, the DebugObject instances are created. Using the NtQueryObject function one can check how many DebugObject objects exist in the system. If the number of these objects is more than 0, the debugger is running. If the debugger is running with other process, it will also be found.

All information in the buffer is organized as follows: first comes OBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION structure which contains the number of all returned structures. After it there is a table containing the Unicode character table which is pointed to by OBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION->TypeName. After the memory alignment to 4 bytes, another OBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION object is placed. Because definitions of these objects don’t exist in Window’s header files, they need to be declared. Listing 21 shows these declarations and the runtime code, that uses NtQueryObject function to check if a debugger exists.

DebugObject Handle
This method is similar to the previous one. When the process is debugged, the DebugObject instances are created. This method doesn’t get all objects but only a handler to the first among them. The NtQueryInformationProcess function is required. Since this function isn’t declared in the Window’s header files, its address needs to be received from the ntdll.dll file. After the handler is received, its value needs to be tested. If the value is NULL, the process is not being debugged. But

Listing 21. Structure definitions and the runtime that uses NtQueryObject function

typedef struct _OBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION {
    UNICODE_STRING TypeName;
    ULONG TotalNumberOfHandles;
    ULONG TotalNumberOfObjects;
    ULONG Reserved[20];
} OBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION, *POBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION;

typedef struct _OBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION {
    ULONG NumberOfObjects;
    OBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION ObjectTypeInformation[1];
    OBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION *pNextObjectInformation;
} OBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION, *POBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION;

#define ObjectAllInformation 3

NTSTATUS NtQueryObjectTest() {
    typedef NTSTATUS NTAPI *pNtQueryObject; (HANDLE, UINT, PVOID, ULONG, ULONG);
    POBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION pObjectAllInfo = NULL;
    void *pMemory = NULL;
    NTSTATUS Status;

    unsigned long Size = 0;
    pNtQueryObject NtQueryObject = (pNtQueryObject)(GetProcAddress(
        GetModuleHandle(TEXT("ntdll.dll")));
    pNtQueryObject)
    // Receiving memory size needed for all objects
    Status = NtQueryObject(NULL, ObjectAllInformation, &Size, 4, &Size);
    // Memory allocation for the objects
    pMemory = VirtualAlloc(NULL, Size, MEM_RESERVE | MEM_COMMIT, PAGE_READWRITE);
    if (pMemory == NULL)
        return false;
    // Getting list of objects
    Status = NtQueryObject((HANDLE)-1, ObjectAllInformation, pMemory, Size, NULL);
    if ((Status != 0x00000080))
        VirtualFree(pMemory, 0, MEM_RELEASE);
    return false;
}

pObjectAllInfo = (POBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION)pMemory;
ULONG NumObjects = pObjectAllInfo->NumberOfObjects;
POBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION pObjectTypeInformation = (POBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION)
pObjectAllInfo->ObjectInformation;
unsigned char *tmp;
for (UINT i = 0; i < NumObjects; i++)
{
    pObjectTypeInfo = (POBJECT_TYPE_INFORMATION)pObjectAllInfo->
    >ObjectInformation;
    if ((wcsicmp(L"DebugObject", pObjectTypeInfo->TypeName.Buffer) == 0))
    {
        if (pObjectTypeInfo->TotalNumberOfObjects > 0)
        {
            VirtualFree(pMemory, 0, MEM_RELEASE);
            return true;
        }
    }
    VirtualFree(pMemory, 0, MEM_RELEASE);
    return false;
}

tmp = (unsigned char*)pObjectTypeInfo->TypeName.Buffer;
tmp += pObjectTypeInfo->TypeName.Length;

pObjectAllInfo = (POBJECT_ALL_INFORMATION)((ULONG)tmp + 4);

VirtualFree(pMemory, 0, MEM_RELEASE);
return true;
}
if the value is different than NULL, it still doesn’t necessarily mean that the process is being debugged. It means only that a debugger is running in the system. Listing 22 show the code of the runtime that checks the handler.

**OutputDebugString**
It is a very simple method. It sends a string to the debugger. If the process is debugged, this runtime returns successfully. If the debugger doesn’t exist, this runtime returns the error code. Listing 23 shows how to use it.

**Looking for a debuggers’ windows**
This method is not very versatile, however it is very simple to get working. It is possible to look for a debugger’s window using the `FindWindow` function. This function returns a handler to a window if the window has been found or NULL if the window hasn’t been found. Listing 24 shows how to find windows for Ida PRO, OllyDbg and WinDbg.

**Methods using time**
The last group of methods uses time. The disadvantage of these methods is that they don’t actually check if a debugger exists. Instead they only check if the program has been stopped in some place in the code between two functions that get the time from a system. The two types of functions can be used for that purpose:

**RDTSC**
This is Intel processor runtime. It returns the number of CPU cycles executed since the processor started. This value is 64 bits, so it’s a very accurate time counter.

**API functions**
These are Windows system functions. The first of them is `GetTickCount`. It returns the number of milliseconds that pass since a system started. It can be 49,7 days maximum. This function can be replaced by `timeGetTime`, which returns the same information. Also `QueryPerformanceCounter` function can be used.

There are many other functions that can be used in this method. They work similar to the presented one and can be found on MSDN official website.

**Conclusion**
Modern processors and Windows systems give many possibilities for detecting if a process is currently being debugged or not. It’s worth remembering that all these methods are presented in the simplest form for better understanding. But in practice, the implementation of these methods can be much more complex, making them harder to detect. They can also be connected with securing code methods but this is quite another matter.

**Marek Zmysłowski**
The author is a graduate of Warsaw University of Technology. He currently works as a Web application auditor. He is a C and C++ software developer. He is interested in Internet security with a particular focus on software reverse engineering. Contact the author at marekzmysłowski@poczta.onet.pl or marekzmysłowski@wp.pl
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The traditional approach to forensic timeline creation of extracting file modified, last accessed, and creation times is proving to be increasingly insufficient for the analysis task at hand, particularly as additional sources (files on a Windows system, logs from network devices and packet captures, etc.) provide a wealth of information for generating a more complete timeline of activity. In addition, versions of the operating systems beyond Windows 2003, as well as some MS applications (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/961181) are no longer recording file last accessed times by default, forcing analysts to seek other avenues to determine if a user accessed a file.

**Windows Timeline Analysis**

In previous articles, we’ve discussed the need for timeline analysis, as well as conducted a hands-on walk-through in creating a timeline of activity from data retrieved from an acquired image. In this article, we will take a look at some advanced and alternative means of extracting data that can be used to create our timeline. We will also discuss some additional issues surrounding timeline analysis, specifically data reduction and data visualization.

**Fields of an Event**

As discussed in the previous article, there are a number of sources of information in an acquired image suitable for inclusion in timeline, and ultimately used for analysis. In order to maintain the distinction between the various sources, we’ll be using the five field TLN format presented in the previous article.

The time stamp field of the TLN format is the pivot point, if you will, and the field from which the timeline itself will be developed. Throughout the timeline development, we will be normalizing this field to 32-bit Unix epoch time, and maintaining that time in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) format. We do this in part due to the fact that while Windows systems maintain a great number of time stamps in the Microsoft FILETIME format, there are also times listed in Unix epoch time. Also, we may not always be using just a single Windows system to develop a timeline; we may include other sources, such as device syslogs or firewall logs, and the Unix epoch time format is more common.

The source field will be from where within the system the data is derived; that is, the file...
system, Event Logs, etc. The system field will remain the same, as we’re working with only one system. The user field may change depending upon how many users access the system, and the description field will provide us with a brief description of the event itself.

Timeline Creation – Advanced/Alternative Topics: File System

In part 2 of this series of articles, we discussed extracting file system information (i.e., file names and paths, as well as MACE times) using fls.exe from the TSK tools, which Brian Carrier has so graciously made available. If, for some reason, you do not have access to the TSK tools or simply want to use something else, there are alternatives available. For example, in FTK Imager, you can highlight the root of the image, then select File→Export Directory Listing… as illustrated in Figure 1.

When the initial dialog appears, select where you want to save the output file and give it a filename. FTK Imager will automatically create a comma-separated value (.csv) file, which you can easily open in Excel.

The headers for the columns of the output file are Filename, Full Path, Size, Created, Modified, Accessed, and isDeleted. Notice that for the times associated with the file, we only have the MAC portion of the MACE times, and there is no Entry Modified time value available. As the values are separated by commas, the contents of the file can be easily parsed and processed using scripting languages such as Perl or Python. The three dates (Entry Modified dates are not provided in the output) are maintained in the following format:

2008-Jan-30 05:26:21.281250 UTC

This isn’t quite a format that’s readily usable in our five-field timeline format, so we have to translate it into a more appropriate format. We can do so easily by using the Perl split() function a couple of times to parse apart the format into constituent components:

```
my ($date,$time) = (split(\s\/, $sample_time,3))[0,1];
my ($yy,$mm,$dd) = split(/\-/, $date,3);
my ($hr,$min,$sec) = split(/, $time,3);
```

We can then use the Perl DateTime module to translate the parsed values into a Unix epoch time:

```
my $dt = DateTime->new(year => $yy,
month => $months{$mm},
day => $dd,
hour => $hr,
minute => $min, second => $sec);
my $epoch_time = $dt->epoch;
```

Once we get to this point in our code, we have a Unix epoch time ($epoch_time) that equates to the date/time value we extracted from the .csv file. Iterating through all of the values, we can then produce a bodyfile or an intermediate event file that contains the MAC times (as opposed to MACE times, as illustrated in the previous article) for files within the acquired image.

Another alternative is to use a tool written by Mark Menz of MyKey Technology, Inc., called MFT Ripper. Mark has made the basic edition of this tool available upon request (you have to email Mark). MFTRipper does just what the name implies; it parses through the NTFS MFT, extracting dates and times from the $Standard_Information and $Filename attribute data structures for each file from within the master file table. Figure 2 illustrates the $MFT file available in ProDiscover 6.0: see Figure 2.

Once we’ve extracted the $MFT file from the image (right-click on the file and choose Copy File from the context menu that appears), we can then open the $MFT file in MFT Ripper Basic Edition (BE), as illustrated in Figure 3.

MFT Ripper Basic Edition parses the fields of the NTFS Master File Table into the output .csv file, with more fields from which to extract data (i.e., four timestamps each for the two attributes, for a total of eight timestamps). However, the caveat is that the output .csv file contains file names but not the full paths to those files. MFTRipper provides an extremely powerful capability for extracting data, and that data can be correlated with other file system metadata, through an automated, scripted means, to provide a more detailed, in-depth analysis of file system activity.

Challenges

Within the Windows operating system family, a number of challenges exist, to include poorly documented data structures, to structures and formats that change radically between versions.

Data Structures

Windows systems have the ability to create Scheduled Tasks to run at specified times, similar to cron jobs from the Unix world. Many times, we’ll see Scheduled Tasks associated with software packages we’ve installed on systems, but malware authors have been known to use Scheduled Tasks as a means of maintaining persistence on systems, or updating their code. The pertinent data for these artifacts include not only the Task Scheduler log file (SchedLgU.txt) but also the binary contents of the .job file, as well. Unfortunately, this is just one example
Data Reduction

One of the biggest challenges faced by responders and analysts (although perhaps not the biggest) is the vast amount of data they can be faced with simply due to the increase in available storage space. In many examinations, not all of this data is pertinent to an examination and being able to quickly reduce the volume of data and narrow the focus of the examination can be extremely valuable to the examiner. Extracting file system metadata alone can reduce a 160 gigabyte (GB) hard drive to a couple of megabytes (MB) of data.

Conversely, the lack of pertinent data can be a challenge, as well. A relatively small temporal proximity between the incident and the response is absolutely critical, as Event Logs can become full and overwritten, pertinent data becomes stale, and the normal functioning of the system itself results in valuable evidence disappearing forever.

Data Visualization

One of the biggest challenges with timeline creation and analysis is that modern versions of Windows can be extremely noisy; in that there may be a great deal of file system activity going on at any given time. Windows updates are downloaded, Restore Points are created and removed, applications are installed and removed, etc. Presenting a visual representation of a timeline to the examiner on the front end of the analysis, right after all of the data has been collected, can be extremely overwhelming. How does the examiner pick out the one or two pertinent events from a veritable sea of data? After looking at this problem for some time, I’ve come to the conclusion that visualization is not a tool for the examiner to help her identify the suspicious or pertinent events, but rather a tool to present the final distilled data to others. The analysis and winnowing process may be tedious, much like Michelangelo creating the statue of David by chipping away small pieces of stone a little at a time, and the polishing the resulting figure. However, after using timelines on a number of cases to compile and present a listing of system, application and user activity from a number of sources, I have found this to be an extremely powerful analysis technique. In addition, on several occasions this technique has revealed even more data associated with an incident, simply due to the fact that events are listed in temporal proximity to each other. Where data visualization is the most useful is after the examiner has analyzed the data and compiled her list of significant events; at that point, presenting only the pertinent events in the incident timeline has the most impact, and is much easier to present (and digest) visually. One means for creating visual timelines that have an impact on the audience/viewer and can convey the pertinent information quickly may be use an Excel spreadsheet (see the URL listed in the On The Net section at the end of this article).

Advantages

As discussed in the first article in this series, there are a number of advantages to creating a timeline for analysis. For example, looking at activity from a variety of sources all in one location allows the analyst to observe a chain of events unfolding, such as a login which leads to a file being access which then leads to activity appearing in the user’s Registry hive.

Another advantage is parallel analysis; more analysis can be conducted if multiple analysts are working in parallel and exchanging information. Transferring or copying a 160+ GB image file is not nearly as feasible as shipping an archive of file system metadata (along with a few other pertinent files) while awaiting the transfer.

Note

At the SANS Forensic Summit in the summer of 2009, Peter Silberman of Mandiant used the phrase least frequency of occurrence to describe malware on a system. For instance, using the MS/SysInternals tool handle.exe can allow a first responder to quickly see if a system is infected with malware, as much of the modern malware creates a mutex to ensure that the system isn’t infected over and over again. As such, that mutex is often one of the least frequent items to occur on the system. The same description can apply to a number of incidents; intrusions, malware, keystroke loggers, ‘bots, etc., are often the least frequent things to occur on a system, so during incident response and forensic analysis, you’re not so much looking for large groupings of events as you are for single or only a few events that don’t necessarily stand out.
of larger quantities of data, or for other activities to complete.

Finally, when dealing with incidents involving the potential compromise of sensitive data (pick your definition of sensitive data), shipping metadata between analysts (or from the on-site responders to the analysts) does not further expose that sensitive data. Remember, when extracting file system metadata, you’re not actually including any file contents; therefore, sending an analyst a zipped archive of file system metadata and other pertinent files allows you to retain sensitive data while optimizing your analysis and decreasing your response time.

Summary
In this series of articles, we have discussed the need for and utility of timeline creation and analysis during incident response and computer forensic examinations, as well as performed a hands-on walk-through, creating an actual timeline for analysis. Finally, this article closes out the series with a look at some advanced and alternative means for data collection, as well as presenting some challenges being faced by examiners today. While this method of analysis is something of a break from more traditional techniques, it is easy to see that changes in technology, data types and data volumes have brought us to the point where techniques such as this are absolutely pertinent.

Conclusion
Generating a timeline of activity from a system or from multiple sources can provide analysts with a significant means of data reduction while at the same time optimizing analysis and reporting. Generating a timeline in the manner described in this article is largely a manual process, as there are currently no commercial tools that automate the collection and presentation of the scope of data available. However, the benefits of creating timelines in this manner far outweigh the effort required to generate the timeline, and timeline analysis as described in this article will undoubtedly become a standard component of forensic investigations. In addition, mini-timelines using only a limited number of sources (for example, only Event Log data) can be quickly created and analyzed to provide answers to questions fairly quickly.
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File Carving

News sites are regularly reporting about the fact that confidential or secret information was compromised. The loss of an USB-stick or device from any kind of government agency or financial institute is happening quite frequently.

Most of the time, the information was present on the device, but what if the information was deleted or even better, the device was formatted? Even after deletion, formatting and/or repartitioning we can use a technique called Carving.

File Carving or sometimes simply carving, is the process of extracting a collection of data from a larger data set. Data carving techniques frequently occur during a digital investigation when the unallocated file system space is analyzed to extract files. The files are carved from the unallocated space using file type-specific header and footer values.

File system structures are not used during the process. File carving is a powerful tool for recovering files and fragments of files when directory entries are corrupt or missing. Carving is also especially useful in criminal cases, where the use of carving techniques can recover evidence. In certain cases related to child pornography, Law Enforcement agents were able to recover more images from the suspect’s hard-disks by using carving techniques.

Memory carving is a useful tool for analyzing physical and virtual memory dumps when the memory structures are unknown or have been overwritten. An example of memory dump carving is the recovery of files from a mobile phone.

In this article some basics and tooling of carving files will be explained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. File structure of a jpg-file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSTn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
File recovery vs. Carving

When data is lost on a medium, people want to recover it. There is a big difference between file recovery techniques and carving. File recovery techniques make use of the file system information that remains after deletion of a file. By using this information, many files can be recovered. A disadvantage is that the file system information needs to be correct. If not, the files can’t be recovered. If a system is formatted, the file recovery techniques will not work either. Carving works with the raw data and doesn’t use the file system structure during its process. A file system is a structure for storing and organizing computer files and the data they contain. Examples of commonly used file systems are: FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, EXT etc. Although carving doesn’t care about which file system is used to store the files, it could be very helpful to understand how the specific file system works. A detailed and basic book for forensics of file systems is Brain Carrier’s File System Forensic Analysis.

But how does carving work? Carving makes use of the internal structure of a file. A file is a block of stored information like an image in a jpeg file. The majority of computer operating systems use extensions in file names to identify what these files contain. Let’s have a look at the internal structure of a jpeg file, see (Table 1).

In a jpeg file there are certain structures which could help the carving software to distinguish this type of file from the rest of the raw data. First of all, there is the header. The header is an identification string, which is unique to every file type. This can be very useful to identify the beginning of file types. In our example of the JPEG file structure, the header of a jpeg file starts with the byte values 0xFF D8. When there is a header, there is also, usually, a footer to mark the end of a file. In our jpeg example the file will end with the bytes 0xFF D9. The constant values 0xFF D8 and 0x FF D9 are also called the magic numbers.

As an example a jpeg image was viewed with Pspad Hex. In the following Figures the header and footer of the jpeg file will be shown in (Figures 1, 2).

Header-footer carving is one of the simplest ways of carving. It searches through the raw data for the file types you wish to carve. This kind of carving assumes that:

- The files searched for are not fragmented;
- The beginning of the file is still present;
- The signature being searched for is not a common string, which could cause numerous false positives.

An example of a common string is the header of an mp3 file. This header starts with the letters mp. This is unique regarding other file types, but the signature mp could be in many places in the raw data and is not necessary pointing at the beginning of an mp3 file.

For carving files, which are fragmented, have no beginning (e.g., no header) or have a common string, we need to use some advanced carving techniques which look at the file structure. This is called file structure carving. File structure carving makes use of recognizable structures outside the header and footer signatures.
There are different carving tools available, most of them are open-source and others are commercial solutions offered by companies. Due to the fact that carving is an advancing technique, more and more tools are becoming available. Some of the most commonly used carving tools are:

- **Foremost**
  - Originally designed by the U.S. Airforce, is a carver designed for recovering files based on their headers, footers, and internal data structures
- **Scalpel**
  - Scalpel is a rewrite of Foremost focused on performance and a decrease of memory usage. It uses a database of header and footer definitions and extracts matching files from a set of image files or raw device files. Scalpel is file system-independent and will carve files from FATx, NTFS, ext2/3, or raw partitions.
- **Photorec**
  - Photorec is a data recovery software tool designed to recover lost files from digital camera memory (CompactFlash, Memory Stick, Secure Digital, SmartMedia, Microdrive, MMC, USB flash drives etc.), hard disks and CD-ROMs. It recovers most common photo formats, including JPEG, audio files including MP3, document formats such as Microsoft Office, PDF and HTML, and archive formats including ZIP. PhotoRec does not attempt to write to the damaged media you are about to recover from. Recovered files are instead written to the directory from where you are running PhotoRec or any other directory you choose.

More info about tools

In the next part we will investigate a USB-stick which was delivered to you and where the customer asks you to recover his data after he accidently formatted it. After making an image of the stick, you open the stick in FTK Imager to look for any data that may be on it, see (Figure 3).

It looks like there is no obvious data available on the Stick, but it has a FAT file system on it.

The next step is to use the carving tool Photorec. Photorec can be used within Cygwin.

In the Cygwin command prompt, go to the location of Photorec and fire it up:

```
./photorec_win.exe
```

As you can see in (Figure 4) it has detected the USB-stick. Press Enter to Proceed

Choose the option None, see (Figure 5).

In the File options of Photorec it is possible to search for specific file types only. Since we don’t know what is on the USB-stick, we choose to proceed to search for all file types supported by Photorec. By the way, if you are missing a file type and think it is important you can always contact the maker of Photorec, he is always willing to listen to your request. Christophe Grenier can be contacted on grenier@cgsecurity.org.

Choose for Whole disk and then Search, see (Figure 6). Choose for the option Other, see (Figure 7).

As we saw from FTK Imager the file system is FAT. Photorec will ask you where to store the carved files. Select your destination (not on the same media that you are searching) and press Enter, see (Figure 8).

Photorec is running and searching for the file types. It already found two headers. After a couple of minutes the scan was finished and Photorec showed the results, see (Figure 9).
Photorec carved out five files from the USB-stick. Don’t forget to check if the restored files are correct. Due to fragmentation, files will not always be recovered as they should be.

You can have test images to try; Nick Mikus provides two test images to work with:

- http://dftt.sourceforge.net/test11/index.html (Fat32 file system)
- http://dftt.sourceforge.net/test12/index.html (Ext2 file system)

Mobile phones

In the previous parts we discussed carving files out of raw data and file systems. For people working in digital forensics, or interested in digital forensics, mobile phones are also very interesting sources of data. As with file systems, when you delete a file it’s only deleted when it’s overwritten by other data. In the FAT file system when a file is deleted, the file’s directory entry is changed to show that the file is no longer needed. A reverse process is carried out after a file is no longer needed. The first character of the filename is replaced with a marker, but the file data itself is left unchanged. Untill it’s overwritten, the data is still present.

For mobile phones the same holds true. If you delete an sms-message, it will still be in the memory of the phone until that memory space is overwritten.

Recovering data from a mobile phone is different. Some phone models have a well-know Operating system: Windows CE, Symbian, Android, and MacOSX. These operating systems also store their files in the memory of the phone. Samsung makes use of the FAT file system. Every mobile phone vendor has their own way for storing data into the phone’s memory. As an example, some vendors store the IMSI code (subscriber identification) in a certain field in the right order, but other vendors use reverse nibbling to store this code in the phone’s memory.

But how is it possible to recover data from a mobile phone? You need to understand the principles how the data is being stored on the mobile phone. For example the content of an SMS message is compressed by the PDU (Protocol Description Unit) format from 8 ASCII characters into 7 bytes. Photos and music are usually stored on the onboard memory card. There is no standard solution for recovering data from mobile phones.

For computers, images of the disk and memory can be made by using the tool dd. For mobile phones you need a flasher to dump the physical file system of a mobile unit.

From a practitioner’s point of view a Hex Dump is snapshot of the entire contents of the handset’s memory. Forensic examiners are striving to grab this data, preserve it and analyze it in the hope of finding information normally hidden from view and/or deleted. Most of the Mobile Phone forensic examination applications are a progression of backup software that concentrates the users’ data. Some of the applications have the functionality to decode the data stored, but many of them do not support the recovery of deleted items.

What to do? Manually investigating the dump. Mobile phones can contain file types like: jpeg, mp3, mpeg, mov, etc. Before manually searching you need to define the file structure of each file-type. If, for example, we want to search for jpeg files in a dump from a cell phone, we could use the header and footer characteristics for jpeg. In a previous section we mentioned already these values: OxFF D8 for the header and Ox FF D9 for the footer.

Open the dump in your favorite hex-editor and start searching for the string FF D8, see Figure 10.

After finding a possible jpeg file, mark this beginning position and start looking for the values of the footer. When you have found the footer, select the block of data and save it to disk as a jpeg file. While opening it in a file viewer, the following image appears:

In this case we were lucky, the header and footer belonged to the same jpeg file. Many times you will notice that the images you retrieve by hand are incomplete. As stated before the way mobile phones store their data is random, so the files you are looking for could be heavily fragmented. Some Law Enforcement agencies have developed tools to deal with fragmented photo files, but they are not available to the public.

Summary

There can be much more said and written about data carving. This article was written to share some basic information about this technique and how it can be used easily. The development of carving tools and techniques is in its first phase and a lot has to be developed and discovered. Currently the experts are working on memory carving and recovery techniques.
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Carrying around data is an everyday task for most people in IT or just using a computer. USB Sticks have been around for quite some time and proved to be a good way of accomplishing that.

The advantage of being able to store GB's of data to a physically small device however is a security problem as the devices can easily be stolen or lost, leaving the data on the stick in the hands of some potential attacker or criminal.

To overcome this kind of problem, USB Stick Manufacturers implemented ways of securing data on those sticks. The software this article is about was bundled with a Verbatim Store 'n' Go 2 GB stick, is called V-Safe (Security Application for Store 'n' Go Ver 2.0.0.9) and was purchased in June 2009 in Vienna. These sticks are sold in large numbers throughout Austria so this was chosen.

**WHAT YOU WILL LEARN...**
Checking your mobile devices for potential security flaws in their implementations, getting the clear text passwords of the mentioned series of USB Sticks and how to use it in forensic investigations

This article tries to generated some awareness of security implications in commonly used usb storage devices

**WHAT SHOULD YOU KNOW...**
Some programming know-how and a little assembly - reading skills would be a plus.
Later investigation showed that this software is likely be used re-branded on a lot of different sticks from different Resellers.

After the initial investigation was finished, another stick proved vulnerable and the used, vulnerable, usb controller seems to be in wide use, although it might have been sold as a known brand stick. (Appendix A).

This software allows you to create a Privacy Zone, a region on the stick, only visible after entering the correct password.

After creating such a Privacy Zone and setting a password, investigation was started on how well the data is secured.

Digging out a list of standard-defined USB commands [1] and using the windows open source tool plscsi[2] the presence of a Privacy Zone was verified by checking the size the USB Stick reports.

This can be accomplished by using the USB command GET_CAPACITY which returns the number of blocks and the size of bytes per Block.

The raw command is (hex): 25 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

The reported size of the stick was the nominal size minus the privacy zonesize, so the protection seems to be implemented on hardware level using the USB controller.

**Listing 1.** Data structure used for sticks with the UT165 controller

```c
_SCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT {
    USHORT Length;       00 2C
    UCHAR ScsiStatus;    00
    UCHAR PathId;        00
    UCHAR TargetId;      01
    UCHAR Lun;           00
    UCHAR CdbLength;     0A
    UCHAR SenseInfoLength;   00
    UCHAR DataIn;        01
    UCHAR Cdb;           [16];
    UCHAR DataTransferLength;   00 00 00 20 00
    ULONG TimeOutValue;   00 00 00 C8
    PVOID DataBuffer;     00 CC 84 70
    ULONG SenseInfoOffset; 00 00 00 30
    UCHAR Cdb[16];        F8 00 00 00 08 00 00 01 00
} SCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT, *PSCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT;
```

**Listing 2.** Data structure used for sticks with the UT163 controller

```c
_SCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT {
    USHORT Length;       00 2C
    UCHAR ScsiStatus;    00
    UCHAR PathId;        00
    UCHAR TargetId;      01
    UCHAR Lun;           00
    UCHAR CdbLength;     0A
    UCHAR SenseInfoLength;   00
    UCHAR DataIn;        01
    UCHAR Cdb;           [16];
    UCHAR DataTransferLength;   00 00 00 20 00
    ULONG TimeOutValue;   00 00 00 C8
    PVOID DataBuffer;     00 CC 84 70
    ULONG SenseInfoOffset; 00 00 00 30
    UCHAR Cdb[16];        F8 00 00 00 06 00 00 01 00
} SCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT, *PSCSI_PASS_THROUGH_DIRECT;
```

**Figure 3.** Memory-Dump of the data returned by the USB Stick

```c
08BC73CE 43 6F 65 65 4D 61 72 6B 10 38 0A 16 20 05 02 08 CodeMark9.
08BC73DE 00 12 89 01 40 87 08 31 80 10 55 FF 0C 00 01 03 .816uy...
08BC73EF FE 80 00 00 FF FF FF 75 68 73 65 63 75 72 65 pC.yyy\unsecure
08BC73F0 00 00 FF 20 00 AE 0A AE 0A 08 14 00 08 FF FF 00 .y \..\yy.
```
Using the free trial version of IDA Pro, debugging of the VSafe100Vista.exe was started.

As the protection seems to be implemented in the controller, the debugging was concentrated onto the communication of the Application with the stick using the DeviceIoControlAPI (see Figure 1).

Very soon it became obvious that the application was using vendor specific USB Operation Codes inside the Command Descriptor Block (CDB)[4] talking to the stick. After some communications, one block of code and one USB command revealed interesting results, see (Listing 1). (For easier readability this was already put into the correct structure.)[5]

What is shown on (Figure 2) is code, that resembles a byte wise compare of the password that was entered and the correct password used to protect the stick. After some communications, the password can be acquired without the user needing to enter anything. Therefore patching the bytes at 40F5F6 and 40F604 with 0x90 (the NOP opcode) will result in an unprotected, visible Privacy Zone.

This demonstrates that this software doesn’t give any protection to sensitive data at all. Writing an application that sends the vendor specific USB command and outputs the password is trivial.

A Proof of Concept is available[6].

Security and Forensics Implications

As a security implication, this software is by no means any security measure and should not be used to protect sensitive data.

Encryption of the files using proven tools should be considered when there is a need to store and transport sensitive data.

As people tend to use one password for more than one application or service, getting the stick password increases the chance of and additional forensic gain by the use of the gathered password.

From the point of forensics, having a stick protected using this software, the password can be acquired without having to change the data on the stick and revealing the protected content might lead to important insights and new evidence to be analyzed and used.

Other potential sticks affected are the ones using a firmware that supports this feature and a Software on the stick using the controllers functionality.

Controllers with this ability are used mainly by the following manufacturers (Appendix A).

Conclusion

The method implemented is flawed design-wise on the controller as well as with the byte-wise compare of the entered with the correct password and offers no nearly any protection.

It is suggested to use tried and known-good encryption software to secure the data on the stick, like the free and open-source TrueCrypt[7] or commercially available PGPDisk[8].

In most cases, the user cannot tell how the vendor implemented the security mechanisms they are advertising and as this article shows, it should not be trusted for sensitive and critical data.

Appendix A

List of Brand Names known to use vulnerable controllers:

- (not exhaustive):
  - Verbatim
  - Transcend
  - A-Data
  - KingMax

and their various OEM and rebrandings as gifts.

Example of a rebranded stick showing the same vulnerability.

A stick handed out as a promotional gift in Austria used a similar controller as the Verbatim stick (an UT163) and is vulnerable to the same attack, by using a slightly different CDB. Other potential sticks affected are the ones using a firmware that supports this. Please look at Listing 2, note the changed byte in Cdb[4], now reading 06.
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EMERGING THREATS

Bots and DNS
MATTHEW JONKMAN

Bots are everywhere. Those adorable bits of code that steal grandma’s bank account information, use her bandwidth to send spam, and grab her World of Warcraft login (WoW is big among grandmothers). As long as we have users, and especially as long as they insist on using insecure operating systems, we are going to have infections. As security people a major goal is detection, and as a bad guy herding bots the goal is the opposite, remaining undetected. Finding bot infections is an ongoing arms race between the botherders and security teams all over the world.

First the botherders started out with IRC as a command and control mechanism, back in the good old days. These were pretty easy to counter, we’d either block standard IRC ports or run IDS signatures from projects like Emerging Threats (http://www.emergingthreats.net, shameless plug alert) to find the bots doing what they do. In most cases cutting off the command and control channel allowed the IT staff to clean a PC at their leisure. The bad guys then got a little tricky and started running IRC on off ports thinking they’d get by us intellectually challenged security guys. We weren’t as slow as they thought and again by blocking unused ports and running IDS signatures we were pretty effective at stopping, or at least detecting and controlling, that generation of bots.

Those days are long gone of course. Any self-respecting bot herder moved away from IRC long ago. Not all of course, there are still kiddies using the old bot kits and playing in IRC. I suppose they’ll always be a few there. The big new things in botnet command and control are HTTP and Peer to Peer. Very exciting stuff.

HTTP has been in use by botherders for some time now. It’s still an arms race within the protocol as the herders work as hard as possible to look like legitimate traffic. We’ve even seen botnets using nearly the exact same URI patterns as Yahoo! or Google services. Very efficient way to not get noticed. But as always we’ve developed countermeasures, such as IDS signatures from Emerging Threats, reputation based services from commercial companies, and more effective content filtering at the commercial proxy.

Peer to Peer protocols are an ideal command and control mechanism for this year’s discerning botherder. P2P has been in use since the Storm worm days, and it’s been very effective though not widespread until recently. This gives the herder a very reliable method of distributing commands and receiving data because there is no single path of failure. All of the nodes will relay commands around the cloud. This also gives the bad guy a rather effective shield from direct identification of their core command server, as well as their actual identity. So if we can’t identify the core command server we can’t take it down to disrupt the net, the usual tactic employed against these networks.

But overall, bots are still detectable. They have to talk to someone. You have the bots that want desperately to look like real allowable traffic to avoid detection, and those that don’t care and just blast out all they can on any port any protocol. The subtle track is far more effective in a corporate environment, and may be a reason that tact is chosen for a bot.

Most of these herders aren’t really looking to land a bot inside of a commercial company with an alert security team. Their sweet spot is grandma at home with her 12megabit cable internet connection. That’s where the easy cash is. Send some spam, proxy for a while, grab banking and other credentials, and let the thing sit and make you money until it gets cleaned up. If it does ever get cleaned up...

There are of course those that do target the corporate environment. Targeted attacks, and even just bots that will reside within and remain undetected for some time. The goal is to grab credentials, secret information to blackmail the company, whatever else the bad guy can find. They’re pretty effective in an environment where security controls are lax, and staff isn’t using the latest (and mostly free) tools available to them for defense and detection.
So what’s our next step in the arms race? P2P can be detected generally quite easily. Custom Command and Control channels are also generally easy to detect as unusual traffic. But we are coming very close to HTTP bots that will be very difficult to distinguish from legitimate traffic. Never fear though, there’s still an achilles heel to even the most effective HTTP botnets, DNS.

Yup, DNS. The typical HTTP botnet uses DNS to keep ahead of the good guys trying to shut down their command servers, or even rivals looking to DoS the competition. They use what we call Fast Flux DNS to keep in touch with their bots. Fast Flux is a set of domain names with very low TTLs. The botherder will rotate between a few command and control servers directing bots between them by rotating the IP related to the DNS name. Thus even if one or more command servers are taken down they can quickly move all their bots to a new server.

We can’t always identify the domains to be used unless we’ve completely broken a net and it’s algorithm for selecting domains, or reverse engineered the binary of the day for that net. But we can watch DNS activity of the clients within our networks for unusual activity. Several cases to consider, when a workstation:

- Looks up more disparate domains than it’s peers
- Makes repeated requests for a small set of names
- Makes requests for more domains with a low TTL than it’s peers
- Makes DNS requests but never connects to that IP address

If any of these factors are significantly out of line with other similar station on the same network we have a relatively strong sign of infection. Let’s discuss each factor in some detail.

More variety in lookups than a workstation’s peers could be a result of a DNS based command and control channel. In order to hold on to a botnet during an attack either by law enforcement or rivals a botherder will have the malware preprogrammed to connect to hundreds or even thousands of domain names over time. Sometimes the domain chosen will be based on time and date, prior commands, or just a simple sequence. If a botherder loses control of his domain name he’ll simply use the next in line and regain his bots.

Repeated requests for a small set of domains is a very unusual thing. Even if a user spends their entire day browsing on one site the workstation is only going to refresh the DNS lookups a few times a day based on TTL. Many pieces of malware will look up the same set of names repeatedly in order to get new IP addresses for Fast Flux domains. This is a very unusual thing, and should be recognizable.

Requests for more domains with a low TTL then most workstations can be considered unusual. A low TTL is used by many services like Akami, Google, Yahoo! and others to ensure that load and services be distributed easily among farms of servers. Botherders use a similar technique in Fast Flux. But the average user is going to be in contact with a small set of domains using very low TTL values. A host making more requests to low TTL domains may be looking up Fast Flux domains.

And finally, a host that looks up an IP but doesn’t make a connection within a reasonable amount of time is very suspicious. Some botherders give commands through DNS replies. Some malware doesn’t connect to a Command and Control server if the IP is the same as the last lookup. So lookups that are not actually consummated in a connection are suspicious.

We have ways to keep the arms race moving along. I believe we’re slightly ahead in the detection portion of the race. We’re losing miserably on the infection prevention side because of the operating systems and browsers we choose to use.

Look for these DNS detection features to be implemented in the upcoming OISF IDS engine. http://www.openinfosecfoundation.org. As always please send me your thoughts, jonkman@emergingthreats.net.
Could you tell our reader more about yourself?
As Chief Security Architect of HyTrust my responsibilities encompass security and compliance of our products from features, to design to satisfying customer demands. Additionally, I am responsible for providing thought leadership on virtualization security and have spoken at prestigious industry conferences, such as the RSA Security Conference – both in U.S. and Europe, and the HackerHalted Conference. I’m a regular panelist on the Virtualization Security Roundtable podcast, and an active member of the Virtualization Special Interest Group in Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC). I will be speaking at InfoSec World 2010 and The Summit on Secure Virtualization and Cloud Computing in April 2010.

What did you do before this job and how did you make the plunge to HyTrust?
I have been in the information security field for over 20 years, with experience in securing platforms such as Solaris and Java2, innovating security solutions in networking, web services and identity management, and collaborating on industry standards. I have worked at several companies including Sun Microsystems and VeriSign, and have held several leadership roles such as Vice President of Advance Products and Research, CTO, Strategic Architect and Director of Engineering. I enjoy switching back and forth between management and individual contributor role as it helps me keep my technical edge. HyTrust is my fourth start-up. As a leader I always challenge my team to set personal goals, such as learning to present to a large audience or staying current with new technologies. HyTrust provides me the opportunity to personally grow, and work with a fantastic team to innovate security solutions and standards in an emerging space - virtualization and cloud computing.

Who is HyTrust? Please tell our readers what does HyTrust do and how would it help the community/world.
HyTrust Appliance is the first product of its kind, built with an acknowledgment that the hypervisor represents a new datacenter platform with dramatically different capabilities, which can be used for good but also can be misused or abused without the proper controls in place. It provides a centralized, single-point-of-control for virtual infrastructure access, policy management, security configuration, and compliance.
**What is the direction of focus in technology?**
Virtualization touches everything – people, processes and technologies. At HyTrust, we focus on automation, ease-of-use and consistency in achieving security and compliance of the virtual infrastructure.

HyTrust Appliance takes innovative approaches in two distinct areas: human-friendly policy definition and proactive in-network policy enforcement. It simplifies policy definition by allowing users to classify virtual infrastructure objects and define associations and constraints between virtual machines, hosts, network segments and other parts of the infrastructure. This is essential given the fluidity and elasticity of a virtual environment. The product’s in-network location uniquely allows it to proactively stop action that contradicts policy before it occurs – consistently, and across all access paths.

**Please tell us more about virtual environments and what is the focus in terms of products and services.**
Virtualization can be leveraged to solve some of the continuity challenges enterprises face, such as implementing disaster recovery (achieve redundancy even from natural disasters) or high availability (resilience from software or hardware failures) in a cost-effective manner. However, virtualization as a new platform for the datacenter provides a richness of capabilities like no other operating system, and breaks many of the existing security and compliance controls, such as separation of duties, auditing, access control, and asset and patch management. It requires education, revamped processes and virtualization-aware security technologies.

That’s where HyTrust Appliance comes in.

**What type of security devices and policies have been implemented to supply this type of products/service?**
HyTrust Appliance provides authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) to virtual infrastructure, and the ability to automatically assess and remediate the security posture of the virtualization platforms. The latter supports three pre-built security hardening templates based on the Center for Internet Security Benchmark, VMware’s Security Hardening Guide and Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS).

**Is virtualization secure?**
Virtualization is achieved through a layer of firmware and/or software. Practical experience has shown that all wares have faults. But to date, no reported vulnerabilities in the virtualization platforms have been exploited. There are a number of theoretical vulnerabilities that have also been demonstrated. From this perspective, virtualization is secure; however, the risk management measures that enterprises have utilized in physical environments are no longer sufficient. Take role-based access control for example. With virtualization, the platform administrator now has the ability to manage the network, storage and all the machines being hosted on that platform. If any of these machines are providing critical infrastructure services such as firewall, intrusion prevention or network switching, they could easily be powered off, leaving the virtual environment vulnerable or inaccessible.

For this reason and many more, understanding virtualization and then implementing adequate controls is crucial. But also note that virtualization does provide opportunity for improving incident response. With its elasticity you can achieve quicker time to recovery by simply spinning up a cloned machine or contain threat or dynamically switch over to completely different cluster.

**Please describe how we should understand security for virtual environments and how it is related to security for cloud computing.**
Virtual environments are very fluid and have tremendous rate of change. Virtual machines are portable and can freely
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move within a datacenter or between datacenters if configured to do so for better response times or utilization or cost reduction. Given the fluidity in the virtual environment, connectivity between and access to the systems can dynamically change. Visibility and control become imperative. You need visibility of the objects within the virtual environment, and control over who can access what, and what can connect to or reside on what.

Similarly, these two pose as the most significant challenges in cloud computing. How do you know where and under which security controls your virtual machine is running? Perhaps the virtual machine is housing an HR application and employee data. If this virtual machine is migrated to a cloud in a different country then it may result in a violation of national data protection requirements. Who is responsible?

Security policy management with the ability to embed the controls required to operate within each virtual machine is going to be of paramount importance, as well as for the platforms to accommodate and enforce them.

**What hurdles or challenges have you suffered from a technical standpoint? And how did you overcome them?**

One ongoing challenge HyTrust deals with is building a security and compliance solution in a world where there is a vacuum in terms of specific mandates or regulations that cover virtualization. We have a two-pronged approach. The first is to help define the security and compliance requirements for virtual environments. The second is to provide a common-sense solution to applying the controls defined for the physical to the virtual. HyTrust is a participating organization in the PCI-SSC virtualization special interest group, and is working with other industry bodies as well.

Another challenge is the delicate balance between achieving adequate security measures vs. fully utilizing the virtualization features. HyTrust’s tagging-based approach enables security policy management on logical units of resources, regardless of where they are located.

**What do you see coming forth, what is the direction of your field to keep up products and services up to the mark set in goals section?**

Virtualization platforms will continue to innovate on performance, high availability, fault tolerance, service-oriented mobility, and embedded policies to govern operational environment. Frameworks will be defined to facilitate automatic cloud-to-cloud movement including levels of assurance.

**Could you describe what your goals are?**

HyTrust Appliance has a unique vantage point to define and enforce security access policies for both users and virtual objects. We will continue implementing support for richer policies and differentiated enforcement points.
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Novell.
Axigen Mail Server is actually Gecad Technologies, Founded in 2001 they are a part of the Gecad Group which is about 150 IT guys sitting in Bucharest/Romania and they have been writing code since 1992.

They had critical success in 2003 when they sold the IPR of RAV AntiVirus to Microsoft and since then they have been working on developing messaging solutions under the Axigen name.

What makes them interesting from a systems perspective is that the solutions run solid under both Windows and Linux. This is very hard to come by these days because of the in house resources required. I don’t see many organizations that have the resource capability to build out robust solutions on so many different platforms – especially when it comes to something as complicated as enterprise email processing.

Axigen has partnered with Redhat, Sun, Ubuntu, and Novell. The website shows various business relationships with IBM, Intel, and AVG. The Reseller/OEM network numbers over 200+ which means it will be easy to locate experts that understand the architecture and/or operational areas, should you end up needing help.

The latest release of Axigen Mail Server for Windows hits all the marks. From the webmail and slick interfaces – everything is well thought out - advancements in the administration interface are outstanding.

Regardless of how we look at it, this is a feature rich release.

The license model makes sense too and it’s affordable. The ROI model ends up being very compelling. In this day and age of email based support it was also nice to a phone number (remember the telephone? It’s that dusty device on the desk) including outside US support numbers prominently displayed on the website.

Technical Overview

Axigen Mail Server currently offers:

- **LANGUAGE**: Browse emails in your language and preferred skin (by using the Axigen Standard Webmail Interface)
- **MOBILE**: Mobile email support to access your email account from your mobile phone as you do on your PC (using Push email synchronization, Mobile Webmail interface)
ACCESS: Easy access to your email in the most comfortable way: Webmail, POP3, IMAP, and SMTP.

PRIVACY: Your email communication is protected by advanced security features (multiple AntiVirus/AntiSpam support, authentication/encryption, SPF & DomainKeys compliance, blacklisting/white listing).

ORGANIZE: Manage your time more effectively by using the Personal Organizer (includes calendar, tasks, notes etc.),

KEYBOARD NAVIGATION and shortcuts, drag-and-drop, frequent folders, “no next page” button, image management, mailing lists (all available in Axigen’s new Ajax Webmail technology preview).

Look Deeper
The improved operability is a direct result of expanded product flexibility.

Flexibility
Axigen currently offers:

- A Business Edition,
- Enterprise Messaging
- Service Provider Solutions.
- A Free Office Edition is also available.

The online feature list compares the following core functions:

- Server Administration (Web-based & Command Line)
- Security: AntiVirus/AntiSpam,
- Account Classes,
- Queue Management,
- Routing Policies,
- Reports & Statistics,
- Log Server,
- Storage Management,
- SMTP Server,
- POP3 Server/IMAP Server,
- Webmail Server,
- Web Mobility,
- Mailing Lists,
- Active Directory Integration,
- Automatic Migration,
- Backup & Restore.

Depending on the Axigen product edition, additional features are also available (either as built-in or as add-ons):

- AntiVirus and AntiSpam protection
- Web Personal Organizer (with calendar/journal/tasks/notes)
- iCal (WebCal) event and task access
- Groupware shared folders, permissions, free-busy, Outlook connector
- Mobility Push email & PIM synchronization with ActiveSync-compatible mobile devices (via Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync Connector) & with BlackBerry smart phones (through the NotifySync client),
- Clustering Support (SMTP, IMAP, POP3, Webmail Proxy, LDAP Authentication Routing) & Delegated Administration.

The responsiveness and efficiency of the Axigen support team is highly appreciated and is continuously supervised through and confirmed by the in-place customer survey program.

They believe technical support is one of the most important elements for a great working experience with AXIGEN. Agreed! They are committed to ensuring a 2-hour average response time for any support level. The experienced and dedicated team is offering human responses to all requests.

They have various support levels to accommodate specific needs from a wide range of companies: starting with the free BASIC level, up to special support levels designed for mission critical environments (FIRsT Support, Premium Support, Gold Incidents Pack, GoLive Support) Support during evaluation - FIRsT Support is offered FREE during the evaluation period, so that you could test not only the product

REFERENCES
- Axigen Website http://www.axigen.com/
- Axigen Mail Server 7.x for Windows (a 30 day, fully-featured trial) & Axigen Outlook Connector 7.x for Windows: http://www.axigen.com/mail-server/download/
features, but the complete AXIGEN solution at the same time.

Don’t hesitate to contact the Support Engineers for any question you might have.

They will respond. They also offer support in local language and Distributor Partners and Gold Value Added Resellers are also offering level 1 technical support at this time.

Supported Platforms

AXIGEN is currently available for Windows (the Axigen Mail Server runs on Windows Server 2003 and 2008, and the development road map includes versions for Mac OS) and other operating systems as well as several Linux distributions; For example they actively support RedHat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, Fedora Core, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, Novell Open Enterprise Server, SUSE Linux, Mandrake Linux, Fedora Core, Mandriva Linux, SUSE Linux, Slackware, Debian, Ubuntu Server, Gentoo, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, and Solaris.

AXIGEN supports legacy WebMail functionality, including a simple folder structure which is a very useful feature.

How to Install

The download page is easy to locate and access. Within minutes I was downloading a free trial of the core server with outlook and antivirus support.

First prepare the required platform. In this case you will want administration level access to a decent Windows box. Then download the appropriate zip file from the Axigen website (http://www.axigen.com/).

You will then be asked to accept the license agreement after which Axigen will detect the current platform and upon successful completion, you will be presented with options available for install.

You will need to provide:

- Administrator user and password
- Domain name
- Post-master password
- Other options.

Tip

You will need to select a network to handle unauthenticated email traffic. You should set up SSL for IMAP/POP3 and SMTPS. Also make sure to use HTTPS and as usual you will want to keep an eye on your administration browser interface if using HTTP (where possible).

Port Setup

Use the following port setup:

- HTTPS 443
- SSL for IMAP 993
- SSL for POP3 995
- SMTPS 465

Tip

Completely disable standard ports except SMTP port 25.

Domains & Accounts

In this area we want to add some users, you can do this by supplying a name, email address, and password for the user. You can also define set groups, mailing lists, and email quotas along with other defaults for the email accounts during this time as well.
Security & Filtering: AV & Anti-Spam
Next, enable anti-virus and anti-spam support which is under the Security & Filtering section. You can configure RBL Lists to ensure solid protection against spam.

Login
The Administration interface uses the format: http://ip_address:port standard type url in your web browser and the admin and password you set during installation.

Email Clients
You have a lot of choices when connecting to clients. You can use:
- IMAPS (with groupware access to MS Outlook via the Axigen Outlook Connector)
- POP3S
- SMTPS

Resources
Currently Axigen Webmail has instructions for the following because each email client requires a specific configuration procedure when setting up (POP service): MS Outlook Express 6, MS Outlook 2000 (from Office 2000), MS Outlook XP (from Office XP) / MS Outlook 2003 (from Office 2003), Eudora, The Bat!, Incredimail, Mozilla Suite (Mail and Newsgroups), and Mozilla Thunderbird.

As I mentioned previously, make sure to enable authentication for the connection so email is sent out (off the local network) securely.

Licensing
Business Edition Pricing & Packaging starting from. The license duration is perpetual.
- 25 Mailboxes $405
- 50 Mailboxes $515
- 100 Mailboxes $660

The Enterprise Edition starts at $725. The Service Provider Edition starts at $1,790

Conclusion
The Axigen Mail Server performance is outstanding. The installation is clear, concise and allows you to get up and running with a minimum of fuss. Axigen ships with intuitive defaults. Security out of the box is an issue so you should make sure to enable SSL as quickly as possible.

Axigen is a great, straightforward email solution. The web interfaces are well thought out and I believe you will feel comfortable with the interface quickly. With the aggressive price point, Axigen provides a compelling ROI model.

Richard C. Batka has held various management and engineering positions with Microsoft, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Symantec, ThomsonReuters, and JPMorgan Chase. He has spent over 17 years devoted to the complex issues of enterprise application development, security, infrastructure, data management and regulatory compliance. A graduate of New York University with a degree in Information Systems, he holds numerous industry certifications. Currently, Mr. Batka is the CEO of a privately funded consulting services firm in New York that provides strategy, program management, and engineering services to a select group of clients. Mr. Batka holds no financial interest in Axigen and can be reached at rbusa1@gmail.com.

Richard C. Batka

LIVE HACKING
The Ultimate Guide to Hacking Techniques & Countermeasures for Ethical Hackers & IT Security Experts

Dr. Ali Jahangiri, a world-renowned information technology (IT) expert, brings us the next must-have in IT training: Live Hacking, the definitive and comprehensive guide to computer hacking. Groundbreaking, insightful, and practical, this guide serves to inform IT professionals about and challenge existing conceptions of hacking, its victims, and its consequences, but with an eye to empowering prospective victims with the knowledge they need to thwart the criminal elements in cyberspace. Whether you work in a Fortune 500 company or if you're just looking to protect your home office from hackers, this book will provide you with all the information you need to protect your valuable information. Don't be a victim; be ready!

Live Hacking is straightforward, easy to read, and a reference that you'll use again and again. It's the kind of book you want to keep in your back pocket! With a user-friendly writing style and easy-to-follow diagrams and computer screenshots, Dr. Jahangiri expounds on all of the major issues - and more - in hacking.

Order LIVE HACKING Online at www.alijahangiri.org or www.livehacking.com and receive 10% discount form list price, discount code: ZJR9JH83

LIVE HACKING
The Ultimate Guide to Hacking Techniques & Countermeasures for Ethical Hackers & IT Security Experts

Dr. Ali Jahangiri

ISBN: 9780984771504
Page Count: 214
Binding Type: US Trade Paper
Language: English
Related Categories: Computers/Security
List Price: USD 49.95
BruCON RoundUp

CHRIS JOHN RILEY

With the chaos of Blackhat and Defcon over and done with, I began looking ahead to what was next on this summer’s hectic conference schedule. The BruCON security conference is a brand new conference held in the heart of Brussels.

In contrast to the larger conferences I’ve been attending, BruCON was more of a casual and personal affair. Although this was BruCON’s inaugural event it certainly didn’t show. Everything from the registration, through to the charity auction for the EFF was planned to perfection. Almost everybody I spoke to at the event said it seemed more like the 4th or 5th year.

With fewer than 300 people at the event it was perfectly sized to allow the speakers and attendees to interact without making things too crowded. Alongside a number of great presentations from people like Chris Gates, Chris Nickerson, Jayson E Street, Paul James Craig, Craig Balding and Brian Honan, the organizers put on a number of great workshops and other challenges to keep the crowd happy. I especially enjoyed the HEX Factor challenge, which was a twist on the standard Capture the Flag style event usually put on at conferences. By integrating a number of separate challenges covering everything from Reverse Engineering through to Hacker Trivia, it was possible to allow people of all skill levels to join in, even if only for a few hours. The winners also walked away with prizes for their efforts naturally.

I’m already looking forward to see what they come up with for next year’s HEX challenge.

One thing that struck me about the BruCON conference was the array of big names talking at the event. Unlike some events however, the speakers seemed to be pulling some new tricks out of their bags and presenting things close to their heart, and it certainly came
through in the talks. Vincent Rijmen kicked off the event with a keynote discussing trusted cryptography, and who better than a Belgian cryptographer and one of the designers of the Rijndael, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). His talk touched on the changing face of cryptography over the years. How it has moved from being a purely military concern, to the daily use of cryptography in all aspects of our daily lives. This was quickly followed by Justin Clarke talking about how far SQL Injection can really take you. Justin talked about how most if not all aspects of SQL Injection have been known for a long time in certain circles. New advances in SQL are rare, and are sometimes as simple as a re-discovery of previously used attack vectors that have been long forgotten. He also discussed briefly about the MS-SQL worm that he presented at Blackhat last year, and the follow-on Oracle worm Sumit Siddharth spoke about at this year’s event.

Paul Craig talked about the latest advances in iKAT (Kiosk Attack Tool). With version 2 the tool now adds a whole new level of attack with coverage of Linux kiosks. It seems that despite the thought that Linux was a more secure platform for Kiosks, iKAT seems to make short work of them. Paul also discussed the latest addition to the Kiosk attack toolkit with the SD version of iKAT designed especially for testing photo printing kiosks.

Day 2 kicked off with a great talk by Jayson E Street about Global Cyber-Warfare. In a 30,000 foot view, Jayson talked about the cultural issues behind Cyber-Warfare, as well as the discussing some of the uses of the Internet by terrorist organizations. Although Cyber-Warfare isn’t usually one of my preferred topics, the information that Jayson presents gives you a new view on things. War is no longer dictated by boundaries just bandwidth, how true. Moving from Cyber-Warfare to something more down to earth, Chris Gates presented some well researched information on Open-Source Information Gathering. With client-side and social engineering attacks become more common it only makes sense that those working in penetration testing and security in general need to ensure that their organizations are protected against this new attack vector. Chris demonstrated the value and ease of information that is openly available on the internet about companies and individuals through the use of a number of Open-Source tools. Naturally the favourite tool of penetration testers the world over, Maltego featured heavily, along with a number of other tools. Chris Nickerson followed up on Chris Gates’ talk by taking the information gathering to the next level and discussing its use in the context of Red/Tiger Teaming. With the increasing level of security around the perimeter of networks, the use of social engineering to bypass these security controls is becoming more and more a must have skill set for a good penetration tester. Chris talked about how social engineering is more than simply lying to get what you want. For the detailed research and preparation, through to the execution and equipment required gave a perfect overview of the process. Certainly a great starting point for any would-be social engineers out there.

To bring the conference to a close Craig Balding took the stage to talk about everybody’s favourite topic of the moment, cloud computing. As a cloud novice I was a little sceptical about the talk. However Craig’s descriptions and discussion on the topic of cloud security really helped me to understand the differences between technologies like virtualization and the cloud. By mixing technical information with some great examples (and some beer references to keep the crowd focused) Craig really managed to put the point across about the issues, and possible solutions, behind cloud security. There was a lot to cover in just an hour, but I think Craig managed to get the key points across very well.

BruCON for me was one of the best conferences of the year so far. With a good mix of technical, theoretical, and practical. Considering the conference is only in its first year, I’m already excited to see what’s planned for 2010. Put it in your calendars for next year, because tickets are going to sell out fast if the buzz is anything to go by.

Chris John Riley

Chris John Riley is an IT Security Analyst working for Raiffeisen Informatik’s Security Competence Center in Zwettl, Austria. Working as part of a team he performs penetration testing for clients on a regular basis. In between projects he makes time to blog and look for vulnerabilities in open-source software (such as the recent TYCO3-SA-2009-001 Weak Encryption Key vulnerability). He is contactable through his website at http://www22.zc or through http://raiffeiseninformatikat
### Mobile web: privacy keeping and exploitation methods

Modern technology has produced a rapid spread of so-called mobile devices, i.e. mobile phones and handhelds, with which the use of the Internet and its services has become very easy and affordable. Nevertheless, the approach to hacking begins to depart slightly from the classic approach that requires a computer or a laptop with which to connect to the network, because several attack scenarios can be made from your phone. Mauro Gentile will describe what mobile web means, how to structure a site accessible from mobile devices, and how to use a phone as a tool for hacking.

### Exploiting NULL pointer dereferences

The landscape of kernel exploitation techniques is very wide and evolves all the time. The kernel developers apply more and more protection measures to cover all the attack vectors and (not only) bad guys are inventing new sorts of attacks, new exploitation methods and ways to bypass the existing mechanisms. Almost like an arms race. Marcin Jerzak and Tomasz Nowak are explaining a relatively new issue in this article: a NULL pointer dereference, a very common bug, which can be exploited for privilege escalation.

### Data Mining for Security

Given the current heightened state of security across the globe today, the ability to sift through data and search for key information and the occurrence of particular patterns is highly desirable. This capability, known as data mining, can be used to pinpoint anything from seasonal grocery purchase habits for individuals to the pattern of international telephone calls that might presage an act of terrorism. Jason Andress explains in detail the notion of data mining and its important role in security, business and our personal lives.

---

**Assessing Microsoft Office Communication Server R1/R2 with OAT**

Continuous education and awareness about advantages of Penetration Testing and Vulnerability Assessment services, has led enterprises finally allocate yearly budgets for their security audits. However, these security audits are limited to only data networks of enterprise, which leaves Voice (VoIP network), unsecure. Looking at the benefits like lower phone bills, virtual offices, centralized management and rapid deployment, many enterprises have already adopted UC infrastructures. Abhijeet Hatekar will show you how to secure VoIP application by periodically conducting VoIP security assessments.

**The next issue will be available in March 2010**

Where to find it?
- Barnes & Noble
- Borders
- B. Dalton
- Microcentre

---

**Current information on Hakin9 Magazine can be found at:**


---

**Do you have a good idea for an article?**

**Would you like to become an Author or our Betatester?**

Just send us an e-mail at: en@hakin9.org

---

The editors reserve the right to make changes to the content.
New version, new power, new control, the people’s product
The Neutralizer removal tool • Simple or Advanced modes
Genotype detection • a Do Not Disturb option • Download Guard
Pinpoint file scans • your personalized interface and language public API
for plugin development • live chat for technical support • free updates
and upgrades • membership in Threatwork Alliance, and so much more

LAVASOFT
WWW.LAVASOFT.COM
Protects your computer, the environment, and your wallet.

Get the most energy-efficient desktop battery backup yet.

Let's protect what's important.

What's in your computer? Photos, music, personal files, financial data, broadband access, videos, and more. Your computer has never been more important, and yet it has never been at higher risk for damaging power surges and other disturbances.

So like most people, you need to protect your assets. But like most people, you'd also like to protect the environment. With our new energy-conscious products, you can do both. Energy efficient by design, our new smart products protect the power going into your computer, at a cost that is quickly offset by big energy savings. How? Not only do the new Back-UPS ES and SurgeArrest use power wisely, they also boast a master/controlled outlet feature, which automatically powers down idle devices to conserve energy.

APC power protection products are available at:

- Best Buy
- CDW
- STAPLES
- PC Connection

“The price tag on the new UPS is $99. While I’m not in the habit of endorsing products in this blog, if you’re in the market for a workstation-class UPS, why not opt for the greener option?”

- Heather Clancy, ZDNet.com

Energy-efficient solutions for every level of protection:

Surge Protection
Starting at $34
Guaranteed protection from surges, spikes, and lightning.
7 outlets, Phone/Fax/Modem Protection, Master/Controlled Outlets

Battery Back-UPS
Starting at $99
Our most energy-efficient backup for home computers.
10 outlets, DSL and Coax protection, Master/Controlled Outlets, High-Frequency Design, 70 minutes of runtime

APC can help with your other power protection needs. Visit www.apc.com to see our complete line of innovative products.

Enter to Win a Back-UPS ES 750G! (A $99 value)

Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code n519w or Call 888-289-APCC x8253 or Fax 401-788-2797

©2009 Schneider Electric, All Rights Reserved. Schneider Electric, APC, SmartShedding, Back-UPS, SurgeArrest, and Legendary Reliability are owned by Schneider Electric, or its affiliated companies in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. e-mail: oupc.com@apc.com • 170 Fairgrounds Road, West Kingston, RI 02892 USA • 800-999-APC

*Average savings are based on comparable competitive models, and are comprised of three energy-saving features: an inefficient electrical design, and the master/controlled outlet feature. Savings may vary depending on load.